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Global Success:
Liebherr Corporate Group
Liebherr is a third-generation, family-owned company founded by Dr. Hans Liebherr
in 1949 with the creation of the ﬁrst ever mobile crane. With more than 70 years of
success, Liebherr has become synonymous with the equipment needed to build
homes and businesses, as well as the appliances within them. One of the world’s
largest manufacturers of construction machinery, Liebherr has expanded to eleven
divisions with a wide array of product ranges, including earth moving equipment,
mining, tower and maritime cranes, aerospace and transportation systems, and
hotels. The company currently employs over 48,049 people in more than 140
companies in over 50 countries worldwide. Liebherr Appliances is Europe’s largest
privately owned manufacturer of fridges and freezers for residential and commercial
use, with an annual production of more than 2.2 million units.

Construction

Mining
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Aerospace and Transportation Systems

Cranes

Liebherr Appliances facility in Ochsenhausen, Germany

Liebherr Appliances facility in Lienz, Austria
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Quality
For 70 years Liebherr has specialised in the manufacture of high quality,
innovative fridges and freezers. From the initial stages of product design,
and continuing through development, production and marketing, Liebherr
focuses on manufacturing innovative products of the highest quality with
timeless and elegant design. We consistently implement new ideas and
improved technology to ensure optimum food storage and quality.
Quality fresh food storage: BioFresh

Approved quality

Liebherr's BioFresh technology preserves fresh
food for longer. Stored in the BioFresh
compartment, at just over 0 °C and at the ideal
humidity level, food will retain its nutritional
value for far longer than it would in a normal
fridge compartment.

Prior to packaging, every appliance is
subject to a comprehensive quality inspection
during which all components – refrigeration,
mechanical and electronic systems – are tested.
The quality of workmanship is also visually
checked. All newly manufactured domestic
appliances from Liebherr comply with the
requirements of standard IEC 60335-2-24 A2
§30 in terms of heat and fire resistance.

Professional quality
As a refrigeration specialist, Liebherr offers a
wide range of professional appliances for
commercial use. The demands of the
professional sector are high; this sector wants
reliable, top quality storage that guarantees
safe food storage. As you use your Liebherr
appliance in the home on a daily basis, you
are benefiting from the expertise that Liebherr
has accrued from decades in the commercial
sector.
Quality assured
So that you can trust your fridge or freezer to
perform 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, we
check all components at every stage of their
development to ensure that they will function
reliably for many years. For instance, before
our door hinges find their way into production,
they have to successfully pass through at least
100.000 opening cycles, which equates to
more than 15 years use. All components
undergo similar testing.
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Guaranteed quality
We provide a two-year warranty that covers
all parts and labour costs to repair or replace
any part of the appliance that proves to
be defective in materials or workmanship.
We also offer a ten year parts availability.
All Liebherr production sites are certified
according to international standards for quality
management (ISO 9001) and environmental
management (ISO 1400).
VCC compressor
Modern speed-controlled VCC compressors
deliver perfect refrigeration performance and
ensure that appliances benefit from optimum
energy efficiency and cost effectiveness.
They operate extremely quietly.

Design
Characterised by elegant and timeless design, Liebherr’s fridges
and freezers fulfil and surpass the highest aesthetic demands.
Extensive detailing – as seen in the superb stainless steel
craftsmanship, the choice of high quality materials, the stylish
interior fittings, and the practical GlassLine door interior – is typical
in our appliances and reveals their design quality.
Design for every kitchen space

Award-winning design

So you can enjoy a lifetime of pleasure
owning your Liebherr appliance, and find
the perfect appliance for you, we offer a
wide range of designs including models
in classic stainless steel, elegant BlackSteel
or vibrant ColourLine finishes, all of which
complement modern kitchen and living spaces.

The superb design quality of our
appliances has seen them honoured
with many prestigious, international
design awards from the likes of
Plus X Award, reddot, iF product design
and Good Design.

Practical design for daily use
At Liebherr, design and functionality go
hand-in-hand. To prevent finger marks
on our stainless steel doors, we finish
them with a SmartSteel surface. To make
door opening easy and convenient, our
ergonomically designed handles house
an integrated opening mechanism. All
GlassLine shelves are dishwasher safe.

Door Design
HardLine-Design offers a
clear, linear and minimalist
style creating a pristine
overall appearance and a
sense of elegance.

Lighting design
Liebherr’s fridges and freezers are fitted with
modern LED lighting. Upon opening the
appliance door, the interior becomes evenly
illuminated. LEDs are long-life, energy
efficient and generate very little heat. We
take meticulous care to install specially
selected LEDs in order to achieve a
harmonious, slightly bluish tinted lighting effect.

SwingLine-Design features
elegantly contoured edges
for a timeless appeal.

SwingDesign has gently
rounded edges resulting in
a balanced design.
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Innovation
Liebherr was first to implement features that are now standard
in today’s fridges and freezers. For example: fully enclosed
FrostSafe freezer drawers that prevent loss of chilled air when
the appliance is opened; patented BioFresh technology; and
convenient, SoftSystem cushioned door closure.
Innovative ideas

Innovation for even greater freshness

We place great importance on the
continual development of our products.
Therefore, at all of our production sites,
we have state-of-the-art design centres
with highly skilled employees. Our goal
is to be ‘Best in Class’ in every respect.
For example, Liebherr’s current appliances
are super-economical in terms of energy
consumption thanks to the incorporation
of advanced electronics and optimised
refrigeration design.

The latest fridges and freezers offer the
ideal climate zone for almost every type
of food. So, in addition to the classic
refrigerator compartment, Liebherr offers
a range of features including the BioCool
box: a fruit and vegetable compartment in
which humidity can be regulated; BioFresh
drawers, in which meat, fish, dairy products,
and fruit/vegetables all find their ideal
storage climate; and a NoFrost freezer
compartment that offers professional quality
frost free freezing.

Excellence in every detail
It couldn’t be easier to set and adjust
appliances with touch screen operation.
The GlassLine storage shelves can be
easily positioned for tailored use of the
interior space. Drinks storage is provided
in the door interior and, depending on the
model, a bottle rack or versatile bottle shelf
offer additional practical storage solutions.
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Liebherr home
appliances founded
in Germany

First electronic
control

NoFrost Technology
eliminating the need
to defrost

Conversion to CFC /
HFC-free equipment
program

Patented BioFresh
technology – system
for extended storage-life

Innovative LED
lighting for energy
efficient illumination

Vinidor with adjustable
temperature zones

SoftSystem for
gentle door
closure

SmartSteel finish
reduces the visibility
of finger prints

DuoCooling for
superior performance
and efficiency

Super efficient
Built-in appliances

Under-worktop TipOpen
appliance for seamless
integration

BluPerformance:
A new dimension in
freshness

SmartDevice –
Smart food management

The new dimension for
built-in appliances
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The new energy label
for electrical appliances.
It is now once again possible to distinguish more easily between
efficient and inefficient appliances. With the reform of the energy
label, appliances will once again be rated from A to G on the
efficiency scale. This will make things much clearer for you in future.
Technology is developing all the time. And we also never stand still.
We are constantly working on features that make everyday work easier, optimise storage
and reduce consumption. We were one of the first manufacturers in Europe to develop
fridges and freezers in the highest efficiency class. And that is also our aim for the future.
Fridges and freezers work around the clock and are responsible for up to 15 percent
of the electricity bill. As our appliances consume less energy, they make an important
contribution to climate protection.

1

1

2

2

1 The QR code for identifying the product in
the EPREL (European Product Database
for Energy Labeling) EU database.
2 The model identifier for identifying the
product manually in the EPREL EU
database, e.g. via the article number.
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3 The new A to G efficiency scale.
However G is only intended for
wine coolers.

3

4 The sum of the volumes of the frozen
compartment(s).
4

5

4

6

5

6

5 The sum of the volumes of the chill
compartment(s) and the unfrozen
compartment(s).
6 The noise level is now also classified into
classes A to D.

The label for Great Britain includes the Union Jack.

Find out more about the
new energy label:
home.liebherr.com/energylabel
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Flexible accessories
for your appliance
Discover the versatility of the Liebherr range of accessories
for your fridge – and make your daily life a little bit easier.
Get more from your Liebherr appliance with our range of
accessories.
Organisational systems
Set up your fridge how you want it:
In addition to the VarioSafe and the
VarioBoxes, to leave room on the shelves
for larger items, we have solutions for
loose produce such as the variable egg
tray and the FlexSystem. Or personalise
your wine cabinet with our bottle shelves,
presentation shelves and clip on labelling.

Lifestyle features
Our butter dish offers space for a wide
variety of butter sizes and fits perfectly into
all shelves. The easy-to-fill ice cube tray
is non-spill. Saving energy made easy:
With the Vario energy-saving panel, you
can reduce the energy consumption of
your NoFrost freezer by up to 30 % when
you are not using all drawers.
Consumable accessories
Your fridge includes items that are
to be replaced on a regular basis
for optimal performance. Water
and activated carbon filters can be
conveniently purchased from your
Liebherr retailer. If your Liebherr
appliance has a FreshAir filter or water
filter, you can find the right size for your
model in our webshop.

https://home.liebherr.com/shop/en/gbr/
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Greater performance

BluPerformance –
A new dimension in
refrigeration design

Perfect illumination

User-friendly touch operation

High quality materials, meticulous workmanship in every detail, and easy-to-use,
precise touch-electronics deﬁne the BluPerformance range. The compact
integration of cooling technology into the appliance plinth and the use of precision
electronic controls has enabled even greater energy eﬃciency, provided more
usable volume, and improved freezer compartment ergonomics. BioFresh and
Better energy efficiency

BioCool ensure lasting quality and freshness for stored foods. In addition, these
models are quieter than ever, so will not disturb your living environment.
With elegant and timeless design, BluPerformance appliances are a highlight in any

Greater freshness quality

kitchen and are guaranteed to be a pleasure to use for many years to come.

High quality materials
Superb convenience
17

Multifunction
touch control
In the touch-electronic BluPerformance appliances all functions can
be easily and conveniently set by gently touching the screen. The
high-resolution 7" colour display enables individual settings. Preset
programs such as: ‘EnergySaver’, ‘MaxPerformance’, ‘Party’ or ‘Holiday’
assist in achieving optimum food storage and minimum energy use.
Day-to-Day

Party

The Day-to-Day program is aimed at meeting
everyday requirements. It offers optimum
refrigeration performance and efficiency using
standard temperature settings in the fridge and
freezer compartments.

The Party program is ideal when preparing for
celebrations: SuperCool and SuperFrost are
activated for the short-term storage and chilling
of larger quantities of food. The BottleTimer
allows rapid chilling of drinks. Appliances
with an IceMaker can increase ice cube
production.

EnergySaver
The EnergySaver program lowers energy
consumption further, beyond standard settings.
To save energy, the temperature in the fridge
and freezer compartments is slightly raised.
The touch-electronics screen displays useful
energy saving tips to help you further reduce
electricity costs.

MaxPerformance
The MaxPerformance program allows the
appliance to deliver its highest refrigeration
performance. It selects lower temperature
settings for the fridge and freezer compartments.
Holiday
The Holiday program minimises energy
consumption during extended absences from
the home. The fridge compartment is set to
+15 °C, and the freezer compartment to −18 °C.
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BioFresh: enjoy lasting
freshness
With BioFresh technology food keeps fresh for much longer. When
stored at a temperature close to 0 °C and at the correct humidity
level, many foods retain their nutrients, such as vitamins and minerals,
for far longer than in a conventional fridge compartment.
Considerably longer shelf life

Less packaging is better for the environment

It is important for newly purchased and freshly
harvested foods to be stored properly so that
their nutrients are preserved for longer.

More and more packaging waste is being
produced which is harmful to our environment.
This is one of the reasons why the Fruit &
Vegetable safe was developed. Here fruit
and vegetables are best stored unpackaged
and they also maintain their freshness for
longer. This means there's nothing to stop
you shopping at the farmer’s market or in the
packaging-free supermarket. The practical
FlexSystem (depending on model) helps to
separate and sort products neatly and cleanly.

The dry conditions in the DrySafe are ideal
for storing meat, fish and dairy products.
The shelf life and freshness of most fruit and
vegetables can be significantly extended
by storing them in a fridge, particularly in
the Fruit & Vegetable safe. The high humidity
in this storage environment means less liquid
is lost from food keeping fruit and vegetables
fresh and crisp. By adjusting to low humidity,
the Fruit & Vegetable safe can also be used
as an additional DrySafe.

Find out more about
BioFresh:
biofresh.liebherr.com/en
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Food storage centres

SBSes 8496
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Side-by-Side fridge-freezers

Quality in every detail

Maintenance-free and energy efficient:
long-life LEDs provide perfect illumination of the
interior. LEDs emit very little heat, which ensures
that fresh food is always optimally stored. The
sophisticated integrated lighting design ensures
maximum use of the interior space.

SmartSteel significantly reduces the visibility
of fingerprints. The high-quality stainless steel
finish makes SmartSteel surfaces particularly
easy-to-clean and far more scratch-resistant.

BioFresh guarantees the perfect temperature for much longer freshness. At a temperature of just over 0°C
and with the ideal humidity, fresh food can keep its appetising appearance and retain healthy vitamins and
minerals for considerably longer than in a normal fridge compartment. While the DrySafe is particularly
suitable for storing meat, fish and dairy products, the high humidity in the Fruit & Vegetable safe can prevent
fruit and vegetables from drying out and helps preserve stored goods for an even longer period.
BioFresh-Plus offers even more flexibility for the individual storage of food. The adjustable temperature range
of 0 °C and −2 °C keeps fish and seafood fresh for significantly longer than in a conventional refrigeration
compartment. The BioFresh-Plus safe includes a versatile Fish & Seafood-Safe.

The integrated SoftSystem mechanism cushions
door closure even when the door shelves are fully
stocked; it ensures gentle closing and prevents
bottles, jars and packets or food from falling out
of the door. The door closes automatically from
an opening angle of about 35°. Furthermore, the
opening angle of the doors on all BluPerformance
models is restricted to 115° to prevent damage to
adjacent furniture and to the doors themselves.

The NoFrost system provides rapid, fanassisted, frost-free freezing for the safe, longterm storage of food. The NoFrost technology
creates a much larger storage capacity and
keeps the freezer constantly frost free.

The IceMaker provides you with perfect ice
cubes for every occasion. Whether for a cool
drink or a big party – there will always be
enough ice cubes. The IceMaker, which you
can switch off at any time, automatically keeps
your supplies topped up.

Find out more about NoFrost:
nofrost.liebherr.com/en

The features shown are model dependent; look for these features in your model choice.
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↑

SBSes 8496

121

PremiumPlus

SWTNes 4285

SKBes 4380

PremiumPlus

PremiumPlus

Energy efficiency class:

SBSes 8496
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²

Energy efficiency class:

↓

Side-by-Side fridge-freezer

²

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 187 / 0.512 kWh ²
Max. Bordeaux bottles 0.75 l: 48 ¹
Total volume ³: 289 litre
Volume: Wine compartment: 156.4 litre / Freezer compartment: 132.8 litre
Noise output: 37 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel with SmartSteel / Stainless steel with SmartSteel
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 185 / 60 / 68.5 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 133 / 0.364 kWh ²
Total volume ³: 371 litre
Volume: Fridge: 235.7 litre / BioFresh compartment: 135.8 litre
Noise output: 36 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel with SmartSteel / Stainless steel with SmartSteel
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 185 / 60 / 66.5 ¹

Controls
· 2.4" TFT-colour display behind-thedoor, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display for wine
and freezer compartments
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperFrost, quantitycontrolled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual
and acoustic
· Door alarm wine and freezer
compartment: visual and acoustic

Controls
· 2.4" TFT-colour display behind-thedoor, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge
and BioFresh compartments
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperCool (time restricted)
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual
and acoustic
· Door alarm: visual and acoustic

Freezer compartment 4
· 5 drawers, of which 2 set on roller
tracks, VarioSpace
· IceMaker with fixed 3/4" water
connection
· Ice cube production in 24 hrs: 1.2 kg
· Ice cube reservoir 1.8 kg capacity
· LED lighting
· Temperature rise time: 16 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 9 kg
· 2 Cold storage accumulators
· Safety glass fittings

Wine compartment
· 2 separately controllable temperature
zones, which can be regulated
between +5 °C to +20 °C
· Tinted insulated glass door with UV
protection
· Convection cooling, fresh air supply
via FreshAir activated charcoal filter
· Humidity regulation via adjustable fan
· Beech wood fittings
· 4 shelves, of which 4 on telescopic
rails and 2 foldable
· Partially-foldable wooden shelf on
telescopic rails
· LED lighting permanently on,
dimmable
Key features
· HardLine
· Aluminium handles with integrated
opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front
ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front and
back, transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinge, left
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted
opening

Fridge and BioFresh compartments
· PowerCooling with FreshAir activated
charcoal filter
· Premium GlassLine storage shelf with
bottle holder, VarioBoxes, adjustable
egg tray, butter dish
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves, of
which one is divided into two parts
· VarioSafe
· Variable bottle shelf
· LED ceiling lighting with dimmer
function
· LED BioFresh lighting
· LED rear wall lighting
· BioFresh-Plus with Fish & Seafood-Safe
· 3 BioFresh-Safes with SoftTelescopic,
of which 2 variably adjustable from
Fruit & Vegetable-Safe to DrySafe

Key features
· HardLine
· Aluminium handle with integrated
opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front
ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front,
transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted
opening

1 These models are only bound for storing wine. Maximum DIN norm bordeaux bottles capacity (0.75 l) as per norm NF H 35-124 (H: 300.5 mm, Ø 76.1 mm)
2 To achieve the indicated energy consumption level, the wall spacers provided with the appliance must be used. These increase the appliance depth by approximately 1.5 cm.
If the wall spacers are not used, the appliance will remain fully functional, but will have a slightly higher energy consumption level.
3 In accordance with Regulation EU 2019/2016 we indicate the total volume to the nearest integer (rounded off ) and the volume of the frozen compartments and refrigeration compartments to one place after the decimal point.
You can ﬁ nd the full range of effi ciency classes at page 13. According to (EU) 2017/1369 6a.
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SBSes 8773

121

Premium

SGNbs 4385

SKBbs 4370

SGNes 4375

SKBes 4370

Premium

Premium

Premium

Premium

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy efficiency class:

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 198 / 0.542 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 276 litre
Noise output: 37 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: BlackSteel with SmartSteel / BlackSteel with SmartSteel
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 185 / 60 / 66.5 ¹

Controls
· 2.4" TFT-colour display behind-thedoor, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperFrost, quantitycontrolled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual
and acoustic
· Door alarm: visual and acoustic
Freezer compartment 4
· 9 drawers, of which 5 set on
telescopic rails, of which 1 set on
roller tracks, VarioSpace
· IceMaker with fixed 3/4" water
connection
· Ice cube production in 24 hrs: 0.8 kg
· Ice cube reservoir 0.8 kg capacity
· Ice cube tray with lid
· LED lighting
· Temperature rise time: 9 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 18 kg
· 2 Cold storage accumulators
· Safety glass fittings

Key features
· HardLine
· Aluminium handle with integrated
opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front
ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front,
transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinge, left
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted
opening

¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 133 / 0.364 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 372 litre
Volume: Fridge: 235.7 litre / BioFresh compartment: 137.2 litre
Noise output: 36 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: BlackSteel with SmartSteel / BlackSteel with SmartSteel
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 185 / 60 / 66.5 ¹

Controls
· 2.4" TFT-colour display behind-thedoor, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge
and BioFresh compartments
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperCool (time restricted)
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual
and acoustic
· Door alarm: visual and acoustic
Fridge and BioFresh compartments
· PowerCooling with FreshAir activated
charcoal filter
· Premium GlassLine storage shelf with
bottle holder, VarioBoxes, adjustable
egg tray, butter dish
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves, of
which one is divided into two parts
· VarioSafe
· Variable bottle shelf
· LED ceiling lighting with dimmer
function
· LED BioFresh lighting
· LED rear wall lighting
· 3 BioFresh-Safes with SoftTelescopic,
of which 2 variably adjustable from
Fruit & Vegetable-Safe to DrySafe

1 To achieve the indicated energy consumption level, the wall spacers provided with the appliance must be used. These increase the appliance depth by approximately 1.5 cm.
If the wall spacers are not used, the appliance will remain fully functional, but will have a slightly higher energy consumption level.
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Energy efficiency class:

Key features
· HardLine
· Aluminium handle with integrated
opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front
ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front,
transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted
opening

¹

Energy efficiency class:

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 198 / 0.542 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 276 litre
Noise output: 37 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel with SmartSteel / Stainless steel with SmartSteel
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 185 / 60 / 66.5 ¹

Controls
· 2.4" TFT-colour display behind-thedoor, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperFrost, quantitycontrolled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual
and acoustic
· Door alarm: visual and acoustic
Freezer compartment 4
· 8 drawers, of which 6 set on
telescopic rails, of which 1 set on
roller tracks, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray with lid
· LED lighting
· Temperature rise time: 9 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 18 kg
· 2 Cold storage accumulators
· Safety glass fittings

Key features
· HardLine
· Aluminium handle with integrated
opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front
ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front,
transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinge, left
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted
opening

↓

121

Premium

↑

↑

SBSbs 8683

↓

Side-by-Side fridge-freezers

¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 133 / 0.364 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 372 litre
Volume: Fridge: 235.7 litre / BioFresh compartment: 137.2 litre
Noise output: 36 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel with SmartSteel / Stainless steel with SmartSteel
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 185 / 60 / 66.5 ¹

Controls
· 2.4" TFT-colour display behind-thedoor, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge
and BioFresh compartments
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperCool (time restricted)
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual
and acoustic
· Door alarm: visual and acoustic
Fridge and BioFresh compartments
· PowerCooling with FreshAir activated
charcoal filter
· Premium GlassLine storage shelf with
bottle holder, VarioBoxes, adjustable
egg tray, butter dish
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves, of
which one is divided into two parts
· VarioSafe
· Variable bottle shelf
· LED ceiling lighting with dimmer
function
· LED BioFresh lighting
· LED rear wall lighting
· 3 BioFresh-Safes with SoftTelescopic,
of which 2 variably adjustable from
Fruit & Vegetable-Safe to DrySafe

Key features
· HardLine
· Aluminium handle with integrated
opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front
ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front,
transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted
opening

2 In accordance with Regulation EU 2019/2016 we indicate the total volume to the nearest integer (rounded off ) and the volume of the frozen compartments and refrigeration compartments to one place after the decimal point.
You can ﬁ nd the full range of effi ciency classes at page 13. According to (EU) 2017/1369 6a.
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SBSef 7242

121

Comfort

SBNes 4285

SKes 4370

SGNef 3036

SKef 4260

Premium

Premium

Comfort

Comfort

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy efficiency class:

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 171 / 0.468 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 311 litre
Volume: BioFresh compartment: 179.1 litre / Freezer compartment: 132.8 litre
Noise output: 36 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel with SmartSteel / Stainless steel with SmartSteel
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 185 / 60 / 66.5 ¹

Controls
· 2.4" TFT-colour display behind-thedoor, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display for
BioFresh and freezer compartments
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperCool (time restricted)
· Automatic SuperFrost, quantitycontrolled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual
and acoustic
· Door alarm fridge and freezer
compartment: visual and acoustic
Fridge and BioFresh compartments
· PowerCooling with FreshAir activated
charcoal filter
· 2 GlassLine shelves in the BioFresh
compartment, of which one is divided
into two parts
· LED ceiling lighting with dimmer
function
· LED BioFresh lighting
· 2 BioFresh-Safes on telescopic rails,
of which 1 variably adjustable from
Fruit & Vegetable-Safe to DrySafe

Freezer compartment 4
· 5 drawers, of which 2 set on roller
tracks, VarioSpace
· IceMaker with fixed 3/4" water
connection
· Ice cube production in 24 hrs: 1.2 kg
· Ice cube reservoir 1.8 kg capacity
· Ice cube tray with lid
· LED lighting
· Temperature rise time: 16 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 9 kg
· 2 Cold storage accumulators
· Safety glass fittings
Key features
· HardLine
· Aluminium handles with integrated
opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front
ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front,
transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinge, left
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted
opening

¹

Energy efficiency class:

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 78 / 0.213 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 395 litre
Noise output: 36 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel with SmartSteel / Stainless steel with SmartSteel
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 185 / 60 / 66.5 ¹

Controls
· 2.4" TFT-colour display behind-thedoor, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge
compartment
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperCool (time restricted)
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual
and acoustic
· Door alarm: visual and acoustic
Fridge compartment
· PowerCooling with FreshAir activated
charcoal filter
· Premium GlassLine storage shelf with
bottle holder, VarioBoxes, adjustable
egg tray, butter dish
· 6 GlassLine storage shelves, of
which one is divided into two parts
· VarioSafe
· Bottle shelf
· LED ceiling lighting with dimmer
function
· 2 BioCool-Boxes on telescopic rails

Key features
· HardLine
· Aluminium handle with integrated
opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front
ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front,
transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted
opening

1 To achieve the indicated energy consumption level, the wall spacers provided with the appliance must be used. These increase the appliance depth by approximately 3.5 cm and 1.5 cm at BluPerformance-appliances.
If the wall spacers are not used, the appliance will remain fully functional, but will have a slightly higher energy consumption level.
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¹

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 306 / 0.838 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 268 litre
Noise output: 41 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel with SmartSteel / silver
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 185.2 / 60 / 62.3 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 151 / 0.413 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 385 litre
Noise output: 33 dB(A) / B, SuperSilent
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel with SmartSteel / silver
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 185.2 / 60 / 62.3 ¹

Controls
· MagicEye behind-the-door, key electronic
· Digital temperature display
· Automatic SuperFrost, quantity-controlled
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: acoustic

Controls
· MagicEye behind-the-door, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge compartment
· Automatic SuperCool
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: acoustic

Freezer compartment 4
· 8 drawers, of which 1 herb and berry tray, VarioSpace
· Temperature rise time: 8.5 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 15.9 kg
· Safety glass fittings

Fridge compartment
· PowerCooling
· Comfort GlassLine storage shelf with bottle holder, Egg tray
· 7 GlassLine storage shelves, of which one is divided into two parts
· Bottle shelf
· LED ceiling lighting
· 2 fruit and vegetable drawers on telescopic rails

Key features
· HardLine
· Aluminium handle with integrated opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front, transport castors at back
· Fixed door hinge, left
· Replaceable door seal

↓

121

Premium

↑

↑

SBSes 8483

↓

Side-by-Side fridge-freezers

Key features
· HardLine
· Aluminium handle with integrated opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front, transport castors at back
· Fixed door hinge, right
· Replaceable door seal

2 In accordance with Regulation EU 2019/2016 we indicate the total volume to the nearest integer (rounded off ) and the volume of the frozen compartments and refrigeration compartments to one place after the decimal point.
You can ﬁ nd the full range of effi ciency classes at page 13. According to (EU) 2017/1369 6a.
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Frenchdoor fridge-freezer

The elegant MagicEye control system with
the innovative, user-friendly Touch-electronic
feature ensures that the temperature in the
fridge compartment and freezer compartment
is kept to the selected temperature. All the
functions can be simply and conveniently
operated at the touch of a finger.

Both BioFresh drawers are mounted on
telescopic rails which extend effortlessly
providing easy access to and a full view of
your food. The lateral LED lights ensure
perfect illumination of the drawers.
The integrated glass shelf and bottle shelf
provides dual purpose storage solutions
depending on your requirements.

CBNes 6256
PremiumPlus

Energy efficiency class:
Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 341 / 0.934 kWh
Total volume ¹: 522 litre
Volume: Fridge: 292.2 litre / BioFresh compartment: 70.6 litre / Freezer compartment: 159.5 litre
Noise output: 42 dB(A) / D
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel / stainless steel
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 203.9 / 91 / 61.5

Controls
· MagicEye behind-the-door, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge and freezer compartments
· Automatic SuperCool
· Automatic SuperFrost, quantity-controlled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm fridge and freezer compartment: acoustic
Fridge and BioFresh compartments
· PowerCooling
· Premium GlassLine storage shelf with bottle holder, adjustable egg tray
· 3 GlassLine storage shelves
· Variable use bottle trays
· LED light column on both sides and LED ceiling lighting
· LED BioFresh lighting
· 2 BioFresh-Safes on telescopic rails set variably to either HydroSafe or DrySafe

The IceMaker with fixed water connection
provides you with a constant supply of ice
cubes for every occasion. An integrated
water filter ensures optimum water quality
at all times. The electronic display indicates
when the water filter needs replacing.
The NoFrost technology keeps the freezer
constantly frostfree.

The interior features LED light columns
integrated on either side of the refrigerator,
ensuring that the interior is evenly bathed in
light to create a unique and dramatic effect
within the appliance. The elegant, high quality
GlassLine interior is adaptable to suit individual
requirements.

91

↓

↑

Quality in every detail

Key features
· HardLine
· Aluminium handles
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Front ventilation
· Transport handles at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front, transport castors at back
· Door hinge left fixed/right fixed
· Replaceable door seal

Freezer compartment 4
· 2 drawers on telescopic, self-retracting rails
· IceMaker with fixed 3/4" water connection
· Ice cube production in 24 hrs: 0.9 kg
· Ice cube reservoir 2.7 kg capacity
· LED lighting
· Temperature rise time: 12 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 10 kg

1 In accordance with Regulation EU 2019/2016 we indicate the total volume to the nearest integer (rounded off ) and the volume of the frozen compartments and refrigeration compartments to one place after the decimal point.
You can ﬁ nd the full range of effi ciency classes at page 13. According to (EU) 2017/1369 6a.
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Fridge-freezers

CBNef 5735

34
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Our fridge-freezers: an overview
Liebherr’s extensive range of fridge-freezers offers the ideal solution for almost
everyone – whatever your demands and needs are. Our fridge-freezers offer
innovative features such as BioFresh or BioCool and NoFrost or SmartFrost.
Once you have made your preferred choice, all of our appliances are available
with a variety of fittings and come in various sizes and colours.

from page 44

page 46

from page 47

from page 56

When stored under BioFresh conditions, at just above 0 °C and at the ideal humidity
level, fruit, vegetables, meat, fish and dairy products retain their nutrients, delicate
flavour, and appetising appearance for much longer than they do under normal
fridge conditions.

The BioCool-Box allows regulation of the humidity level within the fridge compartment
so that food keeps fresh for longer. It is convenient to use and it ensures that stored
food is clearly visible.

The NoFrost system from Liebherr provides rapid, fan-assisted, frost-free freezing for the
safe, long-term storage of food. The NoFrost technology creates a much larger storage
capacity and keeps the freezer constantly frost-free to make defrosting a thing of the past.

SmartFrost offers great convenience: the freezer compartment seldom requires
defrosting, and the interior and frozen food frost over far less. In addition, the
smooth interior walls are easy to clean.

from page 60
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Fridge-freezers

Quality in every detail

The NoFrost system from Liebherr provides rapid,
fan-assisted, frost-free freezing for the safe, longterm storage of food. The NoFrost technology
creates a much larger storage capacity and
keeps the freezer constantly frost-free.

With the SmartFrost technology, ice build-up
is greatly reduced. This makes defrosting rarely
necessary. The interior walls of the freezer
compartment are smooth and easy to clean.
Freezer drawers and glass shelves are made of
safety glass and can be removed easily.

BioFresh guarantees the perfect temperature for much longer freshness. At a temperature of just over 0°C
and with the ideal humidity, fresh food can keep its appetising appearance and retain healthy vitamins and
minerals for considerably longer than in a normal fridge compartment.
While the DrySafe is particularly suitable for storing meat, fish and dairy products, the high humidity in the
Fruit & Vegetable safe can prevent fruit and vegetables from drying out and helps preserve stored goods for
an even longer period.

Maintenance-free and energy efficient: long-life
LEDs provide perfect illumination of the interior.
LEDs emit very little heat, which ensures that fresh
food is always optimally stored. The sophisticated
integrated lighting design ensures maximum use of
the interior space.

The BioCool-Box allows regulation of the humidity level within the refrigerator compartment so that food keeps fresh
for longer. The BioCool-Box is positioned on smooth-running telescopic rails; it is convenient to use andit ensures that
stored food is clearly visible. The humidity level in the BioCool-Box is regulated using a slide control.

Find out more about NoFrost:
nofrost.liebherr.com

If the quality of the mains water is poor or there
is no plumbed-in connection, the CNef 5745
offers the IceMaker with a water tank supply.
With a 1.2 litre capacity and a practical handle,
this can be easily removed and filled.

The features shown are model dependent; look for these features in your model choice.
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Fridge-freezers

Quality in every detail

The sturdy handle with its reﬁned, premiumquality appearance and an integrated
opening mechanism ensures easy and eﬀortless opening of the door. The handle perfectly
compliments the HardLine door design, and is
made from anodised aluminium or white
plastic. It can be easily repositioned if the
hinge side of the door is changed.

With two independently controlled cooling circuits,
DuoCooling controls the temperature in fridgefreezers with precision. There is no air exchange
between the fridge and freezer compartments,
odour transfer is prevented and stored food does
not dry out. Also, the refrigeration compartment
can be switched off while the freezer compartment
continues operating. This can be useful, for
example, when going on holiday.

SmartSteel significantly reduces the visibility
of fingerprints. The high-quality stainless steel
finish makes SmartSteel surfaces particularly
easy-to-clean and far more scratch-resistant.

Freezer drawers and toughened glass shelves
can be removed. VarioSpace – the practical
storage solution for larger items.

BluPerformance models have their refrigeration technology compactly integrated in the plinth, minimising
operating noise and saving space. Maximum performance thereby comes hand-in-hand with a considerably
larger net capacity and greater energy efficiency.
1. Power connection for appliance plug 2. Functional wall spacer to maintain wall clearance and allow connection
3. Variable speed compressor 4. Plinth fan with noise-damping 5. Condenser 6. Defrost water drain

The replaceable door seal optimally
supports safe food storage. It is designed to
match the appliance door or housing colour
and can be easily inserted, cleaned or
replaced, ensuring that spotless hygiene
standards can be consistently met.

The clear, minimalist style of HardLine-Design
lends a real sense of elegance to the appliances.
Consistently applied throughout the appliance,
internally and externally, this linear design creates
a pristine overall appearance.

The features shown are model dependent; look for these features in your model choice.
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Fridge-freezers

Quality in every detail

The BioFresh safes on telescopic rails are
easy to access and use even when filled
with heavy contents. They ensure both great
visibility and optimum storage.

The high-performance PowerCooling system
ensures that newly stored produce is quickly
cooled and an even temperature is maintained
throughout the interior. An electronic door
switch turns off the fan when the door is
opened, saving energy. The FreshAir activated
charcoal filter that is integrated into the fan
purifies circulating air and quickly traps odours.

The distinctive GlassLine interior conveys
build and finish quality. The shelves are made
of safety glass. The split, slide-under glass
shelf can be located at different heights as
required.

The high-resolution, high-contrast 2.4"
touchscreen display is integrated behind
the door and enables accurate temperature
settings.

Models in the Comfort range feature Comfort GlassLine: high quality glass shelving for the door interior.
Comfort GlassLine comprises a robust satin-finished safety glass shelf, railings and an elegant plastic
surround. The can/bottle racks have an adjustable holder for secure storage.

Dual purpose storage with the integrated
glass shelf and bottle shelf. One conveniently
stores beneath the other when not in use.
When using the bottle shelf, move the door
rack upwards to allow the storage of taller
bottles.

The automatic SuperFrost function makes freezing
food simple and energy efficient. It rapidly lowers
the temperature to −32 °C to create the coldness
levels required to preserve vitamins during freezing.
The automatic SuperCool function lowers the
refrigerator temperature to +2 °C for a defined
period of 3, 6, 9 or 12 hours, offering flexibility
according to the amount of food stored.

The features shown are model dependent; look for these features in your model choice.
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CBNes 5775

CBNef 5735

CBNes 4898

CBNes 4875

Premium

Comfort

PremiumPlus

Premium

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy efficiency class:

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 149 / 0.408 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 392 litre
Volume: Fridge: 168.5 litre / BioFresh compartment: 112.6 litre /
Freezer compartment: 111.6 litre
Noise output: 35 dB(A) / B, SuperSilent
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel with SmartSteel / Stainless steel with SmartSteel
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 201 / 70 / 66.5 ¹
Controls
· 2.4" TFT-colour display behind-thedoor, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge,
BioFresh and freezer compartments
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperCool (time restricted)
· Automatic SuperFrost, quantitycontrolled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual
and acoustic
· Door alarm fridge and freezer
compartment: visual and acoustic
Fridge and BioFresh compartments
· PowerCooling with FreshAir activated
charcoal filter
· Premium GlassLine storage shelf with
bottle holder, VarioBoxes, adjustable
egg tray, butter dish
· 3 GlassLine storage shelves, of
which one is divided into two parts
· Variable bottle shelf
· LED ceiling lighting with dimmer
function
· LED BioFresh lighting
· LED rear wall lighting

· 2 BioFresh-Safes with SoftTelescopic,
of which 1 variably adjustable from
Fruit & Vegetable-Safe to DrySafe
Freezer compartment 4
· 3 drawers, of which 2 set on roller
tracks, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray with lid
· LED lighting
· Temperature rise time: 16 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 9 kg
· 2 Cold storage accumulators
· Safety glass fittings
Key features
· HardLine
· Aluminium handles with integrated
opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front
ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front,
transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted
opening

¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 234 / 0.641 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 392 litre
Volume: Fridge: 168.5 litre / BioFresh compartment: 112.6 litre /
Freezer compartment: 111.6 litre
Noise output: 36 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel with SmartSteel / silver
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 201 / 70 / 66.5 ¹
Controls
· 2.4" TFT-monochrome display
behind-the-door, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge,
BioFresh and freezer compartments
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperCool (time restricted)
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual
and acoustic
· Door alarm fridge and freezer
compartment: visual and acoustic
Fridge and BioFresh compartments
· PowerCooling with FreshAir activated
charcoal filter
· Comfort GlassLine storage shelf with
bottle holder, Egg tray
· 3 GlassLine storage shelves, of
which one is divided into two parts
· Integrated bottle shelf
· LED ceiling lighting
· 2 BioFresh-Safes on telescopic rails,
of which 1 variably adjustable from
Fruit & Vegetable-Safe to DrySafe

1 To achieve the indicated energy consumption level, the wall spacers provided with the appliance must be used. These increase the appliance depth by approximately 1.5 cm.
If the wall spacers are not used, the appliance will remain fully functional, but will have a slightly higher energy consumption level.
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Energy efficiency class:

Freezer compartment 4
· 3 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray with lid
· Temperature rise time: 16 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 9 kg
· Safety glass fittings
Key features
· HardLine
· Aluminium handles with integrated
opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front
ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front,
transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted
opening

¹

Energy efficiency class:

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 182 / 0.498 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 349 litre
Volume: Fridge: 147.5 litre / BioFresh compartment: 97.9 litre /
Freezer compartment: 104.2 litre
Noise output: 35 dB(A) / B, SuperSilent
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel with SmartSteel / Stainless steel with SmartSteel
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 201 / 60 / 66.5 ¹
Controls
· 7" TFT-colour display in-the-door,
touch electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge,
BioFresh and freezer compartments
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperCool (time restricted)
· Automatic SuperFrost, quantitycontrolled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual
and acoustic
· Door alarm fridge and freezer
compartment: visual and acoustic
Fridge and BioFresh compartments
· PowerCooling with FreshAir activated
charcoal filter
· Premium GlassLine storage shelf with
bottle holder, VarioBoxes, adjustable
egg tray, butter dish
· 3 GlassLine storage shelves, of
which one is divided into two parts
· Variable bottle shelf
· LED ceiling lighting with dimmer
function
· LED BioFresh lighting
· LED rear wall lighting
· BioFresh-Plus

· 2 BioFresh-Safes with SoftTelescopic,
of which 1 variably adjustable from
Fruit & Vegetable-Safe to DrySafe,
1 FlexSystem
Freezer compartment 4
· 4 drawers, of which 1 set on roller
tracks, VarioSpace
· IceMaker with fixed 3/4" water
connection
· Ice cube production in 24 hrs: 1.2 kg
· Ice cube reservoir 1.8 kg capacity
· LED lighting
· Temperature rise time: 16 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 9 kg
· 2 Cold storage accumulators
· Safety glass fittings
Key features
· HardLine
· Aluminium handles with integrated
opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front
ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front,
transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted
opening
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70

↓
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BioFresh NoFrost fridge-freezers

¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 145 / 0.397 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 351 litre
Volume: Fridge: 147.5 litre / BioFresh compartment: 100.9 litre /
Freezer compartment: 103.5 litre
Noise output: 35 dB(A) / B, SuperSilent
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel with SmartSteel / Stainless steel with SmartSteel
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 201 / 60 / 66.5 ¹
Controls
· 2.4" TFT-colour display behind-thedoor, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge,
BioFresh and freezer compartments
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperCool (time restricted)
· Automatic SuperFrost, quantitycontrolled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual
and acoustic
· Door alarm fridge and freezer
compartment: visual and acoustic
Fridge and BioFresh compartments
· PowerCooling with FreshAir activated
charcoal filter
· Premium GlassLine storage shelf with
bottle holder, VarioBoxes, adjustable
egg tray, butter dish
· 3 GlassLine storage shelves, of
which one is divided into two parts
· Variable bottle shelf
· LED ceiling lighting with dimmer
function
· LED BioFresh lighting
· LED rear wall lighting

· 2 BioFresh-Safes with SoftTelescopic,
of which 1 variably adjustable from
Fruit & Vegetable-Safe to DrySafe
Freezer compartment 4
· 3 drawers, of which 2 set on roller
tracks, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray with lid
· LED lighting
· Temperature rise time: 16 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 9 kg
· 2 Cold storage accumulators
· Safety glass fittings
Key features
· HardLine
· Aluminium handles with integrated
opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front
ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front,
transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted
opening

2 In accordance with Regulation EU 2019/2016 we indicate the total volume to the nearest integer (rounded off ) and the volume of the frozen compartments and refrigeration compartments to one place after the decimal point.
You can ﬁ nd the full range of effi ciency classes at page 13. According to (EU) 2017/1369 6a.
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CNef 5745

CNef 5735

CNef 4015

CN 3915

Comfort

Comfort

Comfort

Comfort

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy efficiency class:

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 210 / 0.575 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 411 litre
Volume: Fridge: 299.2 litre / Freezer compartment: 112.2 litre
Noise output: 36 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel with SmartSteel / silver
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 201 / 70 / 66.5 ¹

Controls
· 2.4" TFT-monochrome display
behind-the-door, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge
and freezer compartments
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperCool (time restricted)
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual
and acoustic
· Door alarm fridge and freezer
compartment: visual and acoustic
Fridge compartment
· PowerCooling with FreshAir activated
charcoal filter
· Comfort GlassLine storage shelf with
bottle holder, Egg tray
· 5 GlassLine storage shelves, of
which one is divided into two parts
· Bottle shelf
· LED ceiling lighting
· 1 BioCool-Box on roller tracks

Freezer compartment 4
· 3 drawers, VarioSpace
· IceMaker with water tank
· Ice cube production in 24 hrs: 1.2 kg
· Ice cube reservoir 2.2 kg capacity
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 16 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 9 kg
· Safety glass fittings
Key features
· HardLine
· Aluminium handles with integrated
opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front
ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front,
transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted
opening

¹

Energy efficiency class:

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 210 / 0.575 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 410 litre
Volume: Fridge: 299.2 litre / Freezer compartment: 111.6 litre
Noise output: 36 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel with SmartSteel / silver
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 201 / 70 / 66.5 ¹

Controls
· 2.4" TFT-monochrome display
behind-the-door, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge
and freezer compartments
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperCool (time restricted)
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual
and acoustic
· Door alarm fridge and freezer
compartment: visual and acoustic
Fridge compartment
· PowerCooling with FreshAir activated
charcoal filter
· Comfort GlassLine storage shelf with
bottle holder, adjustable egg tray
· 5 GlassLine storage shelves, of
which one is divided into two parts
· Bottle shelf
· LED ceiling lighting
· 1 BioCool-Box on roller tracks

Freezer compartment 4
· 3 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray with lid
· Temperature rise time: 16 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 9 kg
· Safety glass fittings
Key features
· HardLine
· Aluminium handles with integrated
opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front
ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front,
transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted
opening

1 To achieve the indicated energy consumption level, the wall spacers provided with the appliance must be used. These increase the appliance depth by approximately 3.5 cm and 1.5 cm at BluPerformance-appliances.
If the wall spacers are not used, the appliance will remain fully functional, but will have a slightly higher energy consumption level.
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¹

Energy efficiency class:

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 245 / 0.671 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 365 litre
Volume: Fridge: 270.5 litre / Freezer compartment: 95.3 litre
Noise output: 38 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel with SmartSteel / silver
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 201.1 / 60 / 62.5 ¹

Controls
· 2.4" TFT-monochrome display
behind-the-door, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge
and freezer compartments
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperCool (time restricted)
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual
and acoustic
· Door alarm fridge and freezer
compartment: visual and acoustic
Fridge compartment
· PowerCooling
· Comfort GlassLine storage shelf with
bottle holder, Egg tray
· 5 GlassLine storage shelves, of
which one is divided into two parts
· Bottle shelf
· LED ceiling lighting
· 2 fruit and vegetable drawers on
roller tracks

Freezer compartment 4
· 3 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 10.8 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 8.2 kg
· Safety glass fittings
Key features
· HardLine
· Aluminium handles with integrated
opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front
ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front,
transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
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NoFrost fridge-freezers

↑

BioCool NoFrost fridge-freezers

¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 260 / 0.712 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 350 litre
Volume: Fridge: 222.4 litre / Freezer compartment: 128.3 litre
Noise output: 38 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 201.1 / 60 / 62.5 ¹

Controls
· 2.4" TFT-monochrome display
behind-the-door, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge
and freezer compartments
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperCool (time restricted)
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual
and acoustic
· Door alarm fridge and freezer
compartment: visual and acoustic
Fridge compartment
· PowerCooling
· Comfort GlassLine storage shelf with
bottle holder, Egg tray
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves, of
which one is divided into two parts
· Bottle shelf
· LED ceiling lighting
· 2 fruit and vegetable drawers on
roller tracks

Freezer compartment 4
· 4 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 12.1 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 9 kg
· Safety glass fittings
Key features
· HardLine
· Slimline handles with integrated
opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front
ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front,
transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
Colour / material options:
CNbs 3915 in BlackSteel
CNef 3915 with Stainless steel front

2 In accordance with Regulation EU 2019/2016 we indicate the total volume to the nearest integer (rounded off ) and the volume of the frozen compartments and refrigeration compartments to one place after the decimal point.
You can ﬁ nd the full range of effi ciency classes at page 13. According to (EU) 2017/1369 6a.
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CNef 3515

CN 3515

CNef 3115

CN 3115

Comfort

Comfort

Comfort

Comfort

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy efficiency class:

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 246 / 0.674 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 317 litre
Volume: Fridge: 222.4 litre / Freezer compartment: 95.3 litre
Noise output: 38 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel with SmartSteel / silver
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 181.7 / 60 / 62.5 ¹

Controls
· 2.4" TFT-monochrome display
behind-the-door, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge
and freezer compartments
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperCool (time restricted)
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual
and acoustic
· Door alarm fridge and freezer
compartment: visual and acoustic
Fridge compartment
· PowerCooling
· Comfort GlassLine storage shelf with
bottle holder, Egg tray
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves, of
which one is divided into two parts
· Bottle shelf
· LED ceiling lighting
· 2 fruit and vegetable drawers on
roller tracks

Freezer compartment 4
· 3 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 11.32 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 6.2 kg
· Safety glass fittings
Key features
· HardLine
· Aluminium handles with integrated
opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front
ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front,
transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal

¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 246 / 0.674 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 317 litre
Volume: Fridge: 222.4 litre / Freezer compartment: 95.3 litre
Noise output: 38 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 181.7 / 60 / 62.5 ¹

Controls
· 2.4" TFT-monochrome display
behind-the-door, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge
and freezer compartments
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperCool (time restricted)
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual
and acoustic
· Door alarm fridge and freezer
compartment: visual and acoustic
Fridge compartment
· PowerCooling
· Comfort GlassLine storage shelf with
bottle holder, Egg tray
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves, of
which one is divided into two parts
· Bottle shelf
· LED ceiling lighting
· 2 fruit and vegetable drawers on
roller tracks

1 To achieve the indicated energy consumption level, the wall spacers provided with the appliance must be used. These increase the appliance depth by approximately 3.5 cm.
If the wall spacers are not used, the appliance will remain fully functional, but will have a slightly higher energy consumption level.
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Energy efficiency class:

Freezer compartment 4
· 3 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 11.32 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 6.2 kg
· Safety glass fittings
Key features
· HardLine
· Slimline handles with integrated
opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front
ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front,
transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal

¹

Energy efficiency class:

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 235 / 0.643 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 269 litre
Volume: Fridge: 174.4 litre / Freezer compartment: 95.3 litre
Noise output: 38 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel with SmartSteel / silver
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 162.3 / 60 / 62.5 ¹

Controls
· 2.4" TFT-monochrome display
behind-the-door, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge
and freezer compartments
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperCool (time restricted)
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual
and acoustic
· Door alarm fridge and freezer
compartment: visual and acoustic
Fridge compartment
· PowerCooling
· Comfort GlassLine storage shelf with
bottle holder, Egg tray
· 3 GlassLine storage shelves, of
which one is divided into two parts
· LED ceiling lighting
· 2 fruit and vegetable drawers on
roller tracks

Freezer compartment 4
· 3 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 11.3 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 7.3 kg
· Safety glass fittings
Key features
· HardLine
· Aluminium handles with integrated
opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front
ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front,
transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
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NoFrost fridge-freezers

¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 235 / 0.643 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 269 litre
Volume: Fridge: 174.4 litre / Freezer compartment: 95.3 litre
Noise output: 38 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 162.3 / 60 / 62.5 ¹

Controls
· 2.4" TFT-monochrome display
behind-the-door, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge
and freezer compartments
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperCool (time restricted)
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual
and acoustic
· Door alarm fridge and freezer
compartment: visual and acoustic
Fridge compartment
· PowerCooling
· Comfort GlassLine storage shelf with
bottle holder, Egg tray
· 3 GlassLine storage shelves, of
which one is divided into two parts
· LED ceiling lighting
· 2 fruit and vegetable drawers on
roller tracks

Freezer compartment 4
· 3 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 11.3 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 7.3 kg
· Safety glass fittings
Key features
· HardLine
· Slimline handles with integrated
opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front
ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front,
transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal

2 In accordance with Regulation EU 2019/2016 we indicate the total volume to the nearest integer (rounded off ) and the volume of the frozen compartments and refrigeration compartments to one place after the decimal point.
You can ﬁ nd the full range of effi ciency classes at page 13. According to (EU) 2017/1369 6a.
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CNel 4813

Energy efficiency class:

CNel 4813
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CN 4813

¹

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 251 / 0.687 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 344 litre
Volume: Fridge: 243.2 litre / Freezer compartment: 100.9 litre
Noise output: 40 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel look / silver
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 201.1 / 60 / 65.5 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 251 / 0.687 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 344 litre
Volume: Fridge: 243.2 litre / Freezer compartment: 100.9 litre
Noise output: 40 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 201.1 / 60 / 65.5 ¹

Controls
· MagicEye behind-the-door, key electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge and freezer compartments
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm fridge and freezer compartment: acoustic

Controls
· MagicEye behind-the-door, key electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge and freezer compartments
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm fridge and freezer compartment: acoustic

Fridge compartment
· PowerCooling
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves
· Bottle shelf
· LED ceiling lighting
· 1 spacious fruit and vegetable drawer

Fridge compartment
· PowerCooling
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves
· Bottle shelf
· LED ceiling lighting
· 1 spacious fruit and vegetable drawer

Freezer compartment 4
· 3 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 11.6 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 8 kg

Freezer compartment 4
· 3 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 11.6 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 8 kg

Key features
· HardLine
· Vertical recessed handles
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal

Key features
· HardLine
· Vertical recessed handles
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal

1 To achieve the indicated energy consumption level, the wall spacers provided with the appliance must be used. These increase the appliance depth by approximately 3.5 cm.
If the wall spacers are not used, the appliance will remain fully functional, but will have a slightly higher energy consumption level.
2 In accordance with Regulation EU 2019/2016 we indicate the total volume to the nearest integer (rounded off ) and the volume of the frozen compartments
and refrigeration compartments to one place after the decimal point.
You can ﬁ nd the full range of effi ciency classes at page 13. According to (EU) 2017/1369 6a.
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CN 4713

Energy efficiency class:

CNel 4213

¹

Energy efficiency class:

CNP 4313

¹

Energy efficiency class:

60

CN 4313

¹

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 246 / 0.674 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 334 litre
Volume: Fridge: 199.4 litre / Freezer compartment: 134.8 litre
Noise output: 40 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 201.1 / 60 / 65.5 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 248 / 0.679 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 300 litre
Volume: Fridge: 165.6 litre / Freezer compartment: 134.8 litre
Noise output: 40 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel look / silver
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 186.1 / 60 / 65.5 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 197 / 0.539 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 310 litre
Volume: Fridge: 209.4 litre / Freezer compartment: 100.9 litre
Noise output: 39 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 186.1 / 60 / 65.5 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 246 / 0.674 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 310 litre
Volume: Fridge: 209.4 litre / Freezer compartment: 100.9 litre
Noise output: 40 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 186.1 / 60 / 65.5 ¹

Controls
· MagicEye behind-the-door, key electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge and freezer compartments
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm fridge and freezer compartment: acoustic

Controls
· MagicEye behind-the-door, key electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge and freezer compartments
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm fridge and freezer compartment: acoustic

Controls
· MagicEye behind-the-door, key electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge and freezer compartments
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm fridge and freezer compartment: acoustic

Controls
· MagicEye behind-the-door, key electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge and freezer compartments
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm fridge and freezer compartment: acoustic

Fridge compartment
· PowerCooling
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves
· Bottle shelf
· LED ceiling lighting
· 1 spacious fruit and vegetable drawer
Freezer compartment 4
· 4 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 12 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 9.5 kg
Key features
· HardLine
· Vertical recessed handles
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal

Fridge compartment
· PowerCooling
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 3 GlassLine storage shelves
· Bottle shelf
· LED ceiling lighting
· 1 spacious fruit and vegetable drawer
Freezer compartment 4
· 4 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 12 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 9.5 kg
Key features
· HardLine
· Vertical recessed handles
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
Colour / material options:
CN 4213 in white

1 To achieve the indicated energy consumption level, the wall spacers provided with the appliance must be used. These increase the appliance depth by approximately 3.5 cm.
If the wall spacers are not used, the appliance will remain fully functional, but will have a slightly higher energy consumption level.
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Fridge compartment
· PowerCooling
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves
· Bottle shelf
· LED ceiling lighting
· 1 spacious fruit and vegetable drawer
Freezer compartment 4
· 3 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 11.6 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 8 kg
Key features
· HardLine
· Vertical recessed handles
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal

Fridge compartment
· PowerCooling
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves
· Bottle shelf
· LED ceiling lighting
· 1 spacious fruit and vegetable drawer
Freezer compartment 4
· 3 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 11.6 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 8 kg
Key features
· HardLine
· Vertical recessed handles
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
Colour / material options:
CNel 4313 with Stainless steel look

2 In accordance with Regulation EU 2019/2016 we indicate the total volume to the nearest integer (rounded off ) and the volume of the frozen compartments and refrigeration compartments to one place after the decimal point.
You can ﬁ nd the full range of effi ciency classes at page 13. According to (EU) 2017/1369 6a.
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Energy efficiency class:

CNkw 4313

¹

Energy efficiency class:
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CNfb 4313

¹

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 246 / 0.674 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 310 litre
Volume: Fridge: 209.4 litre /
Freezer compartment: 100.9 litre
Noise output: 40 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: NeonOrange / NeonOrange
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 186.1 / 60 / 65.5 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 246 / 0.674 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 310 litre
Volume: Fridge: 209.4 litre /
Freezer compartment: 100.9 litre
Noise output: 40 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: KiwiGreen / KiwiGreen
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 186.1 / 60 / 65.5 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 246 / 0.674 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 310 litre
Volume: Fridge: 209.4 litre /
Freezer compartment: 100.9 litre
Noise output: 40 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: FrozenBlue / FrozenBlue
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 186.1 / 60 / 65.5 ¹

Controls
· MagicEye behind-the-door, key electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge and freezer
compartments
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm fridge and freezer compartment:
acoustic

Controls
· MagicEye behind-the-door, key electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge and freezer
compartments
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm fridge and freezer compartment:
acoustic

Controls
· MagicEye behind-the-door, key electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge and freezer
compartments
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm fridge and freezer compartment:
acoustic

Fridge compartment
· PowerCooling
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves
· Bottle shelf
· LED ceiling lighting
· 1 spacious fruit and vegetable drawer

Fridge compartment
· PowerCooling
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves
· Bottle shelf
· LED ceiling lighting
· 1 spacious fruit and vegetable drawer

Fridge compartment
· PowerCooling
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves
· Bottle shelf
· LED ceiling lighting
· 1 spacious fruit and vegetable drawer

Freezer compartment 4
· 3 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 11.6 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 8 kg

Freezer compartment 4
· 3 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 11.6 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 8 kg

Freezer compartment 4
· 3 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 11.6 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 8 kg

Key features
· HardLine
· Vertical recessed handles
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal

Key features
· HardLine
· Vertical recessed handles
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal

Key features
· HardLine
· Vertical recessed handles
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal

CNno 4313
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1 To achieve the indicated energy consumption level, the wall spacers provided with the appliance must be used. These increase the appliance depth by approximately 3.5 cm.
If the wall spacers are not used, the appliance will remain fully functional, but will have a slightly higher energy consumption level.
2 In accordance with Regulation EU 2019/2016 we indicate the total volume to the nearest integer (rounded off ) and the volume of the frozen compartments
and refrigeration compartments to one place after the decimal point.
You can ﬁ nd the full range of effi ciency classes at page 13. According to (EU) 2017/1369 6a.
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CUel 3331

Energy efficiency class:

CU 3331

¹

Energy efficiency class:

CUel 2831

¹

Energy efficiency class:

CU 2831

¹

Energy efficiency class:

CUel 2331

¹

Energy efficiency class:

55

CU 2331

¹

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 280 / 0.767 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 296 litre
Volume: Fridge: 212.4 litre /
Freezer compartment: 84.1 litre
Noise output: 38 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel look / silver
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 181.2 / 55 / 63 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 280 / 0.767 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 296 litre
Volume: Fridge: 212.4 litre /
Freezer compartment: 84.1 litre
Noise output: 38 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 181.2 / 55 / 63 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 240 / 0.657 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 265 litre
Volume: Fridge: 212.4 litre /
Freezer compartment: 53.5 litre
Noise output: 38 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel look / silver
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 161.2 / 55 / 63 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 240 / 0.657 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 265 litre
Volume: Fridge: 212.4 litre /
Freezer compartment: 53.5 litre
Noise output: 38 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 161.2 / 55 / 63 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 241 / 0.660 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 210 litre
Volume: Fridge: 156.5 litre /
Freezer compartment: 53.5 litre
Noise output: 38 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel look / silver
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 137.2 / 55 / 63 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 241 / 0.660 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 210 litre
Volume: Fridge: 156.5 litre /
Freezer compartment: 53.5 litre
Noise output: 38 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 137.2 / 55 / 63 ¹

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial
· Individually regulated cooling circuits: 1
· CoolPlus function

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial
· Individually regulated cooling circuits: 1
· CoolPlus function

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial
· Individually regulated cooling circuits: 1
· CoolPlus function

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial
· Individually regulated cooling circuits: 1
· CoolPlus function

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial
· Individually regulated cooling circuits: 1
· CoolPlus function

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial
· Individually regulated cooling circuits: 1
· CoolPlus function

Fridge compartment
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves
· Bottle shelf
· LED lighting
· 2 fruit and vegetable drawers

Fridge compartment
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves
· Bottle shelf
· LED lighting
· 2 fruit and vegetable drawers

Fridge compartment
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves
· Bottle shelf
· LED lighting
· 2 fruit and vegetable drawers

Fridge compartment
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves
· Bottle shelf
· LED lighting
· 2 fruit and vegetable drawers

Fridge compartment
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 3 GlassLine storage shelves
· LED lighting
· 2 fruit and vegetable drawers

Fridge compartment
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 3 GlassLine storage shelves
· LED lighting
· 2 fruit and vegetable drawers

Freezer compartment 4
· 3 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 20 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 3.8 kg
· Safety glass fittings

Freezer compartment 4
· 3 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 20 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 3.8 kg
· Safety glass fittings

Freezer compartment 4
· 2 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 18 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 3 kg
· Safety glass fittings

Freezer compartment 4
· 2 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 18 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 3 kg
· Safety glass fittings

Freezer compartment 4
· 2 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 18 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 3 kg
· Safety glass fittings

Freezer compartment 4
· 2 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 18 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 3 kg
· Safety glass fittings

Key features
· SwingLine design
· Recessed handles
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

Key features
· SwingLine design
· Recessed handles
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

Key features
· SwingLine design
· Recessed handles
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

Key features
· SwingLine design
· Recessed handles
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

Key features
· SwingLine design
· Recessed handles
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

Key features
· SwingLine design
· Recessed handles
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

1 To achieve the indicated energy consumption level, the wall spacers provided with the appliance must be used. These increase the appliance depth by approximately 3.5 cm.
If the wall spacers are not used, the appliance will remain fully functional, but will have a slightly higher energy consumption level.
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2 In accordance with Regulation EU 2019/2016 we indicate the total volume to the nearest integer (rounded off ) and the volume of the frozen compartments and refrigeration compartments to one place after the decimal point.
You can ﬁ nd the full range of effi ciency classes at page 13. According to (EU) 2017/1369 6a.
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Energy efficiency class:

CUno 2831
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CUkw 2831
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Energy efficiency class:
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CUfb 2831

¹

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 240 / 0.657 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 265 litre
Volume: Fridge: 212.4 litre /
Freezer compartment: 53.5 litre
Noise output: 38 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: NeonOrange / NeonOrange
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 161.2 / 55 / 63 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 240 / 0.657 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 265 litre
Volume: Fridge: 212.4 litre /
Freezer compartment: 53.5 litre
Noise output: 38 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: KiwiGreen / KiwiGreen
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 161.2 / 55 / 63 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 240 / 0.657 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 265 litre
Volume: Fridge: 212.4 litre /
Freezer compartment: 53.5 litre
Noise output: 38 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: FrozenBlue / FrozenBlue
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 161.2 / 55 / 63 ¹

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial
· Individually regulated cooling circuits: 1
· CoolPlus function

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial
· Individually regulated cooling circuits: 1
· CoolPlus function

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial
· Individually regulated cooling circuits: 1
· CoolPlus function

Fridge compartment
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves
· Bottle shelf
· LED lighting
· 2 fruit and vegetable drawers

Fridge compartment
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves
· Bottle shelf
· LED lighting
· 2 fruit and vegetable drawers

Fridge compartment
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves
· Bottle shelf
· LED lighting
· 2 fruit and vegetable drawers

Freezer compartment 4
· 2 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 18 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 3 kg
· Safety glass fittings

Freezer compartment 4
· 2 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 18 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 3 kg
· Safety glass fittings

Freezer compartment 4
· 2 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 18 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 3 kg
· Safety glass fittings

Key features
· SwingLine design
· Recessed handles
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

Key features
· SwingLine design
· Recessed handles
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

Key features
· SwingLine design
· Recessed handles
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

CUfb 2831

1 To achieve the indicated energy consumption level, the wall spacers provided with the appliance must be used. These increase the appliance depth by approximately 3.5 cm.
If the wall spacers are not used, the appliance will remain fully functional, but will have a slightly higher energy consumption level.
2 In accordance with Regulation EU 2019/2016 we indicate the total volume to the nearest integer (rounded off ) and the volume of the frozen compartments
and refrigeration compartments to one place after the decimal point.
You can ﬁ nd the full range of effi ciency classes at page 13. According to (EU) 2017/1369 6a.
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CTel 2931

Energy efficiency class:

CT 2931

¹

Energy efficiency class:

CTel 2531

¹

Energy efficiency class:

CT 2531

¹

Energy efficiency class:

CTel 2131

¹

Energy efficiency class:

55

CT 2131

¹

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 231 / 0.632 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 270 litre
Volume: Fridge: 218.6 litre /
Freezer compartment: 51.5 litre
Noise output: 37 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel look / silver
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 157.1 / 55 / 63 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 231 / 0.632 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 270 litre
Volume: Fridge: 218.6 litre /
Freezer compartment: 51.5 litre
Noise output: 37 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 157.1 / 55 / 63 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 212 / 0.580 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 233 litre
Volume: Fridge: 189.5 litre /
Freezer compartment: 43.8 litre
Noise output: 37 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel look / silver
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 140.1 / 55 / 63 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 212 / 0.580 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 233 litre
Volume: Fridge: 189.5 litre /
Freezer compartment: 43.8 litre
Noise output: 37 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 140.1 / 55 / 63 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 198 / 0.542 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 196 litre
Volume: Fridge: 152.2 litre /
Freezer compartment: 43.8 litre
Noise output: 37 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel look / silver
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 124.1 / 55 / 63 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 198 / 0.542 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 196 litre
Volume: Fridge: 152.2 litre /
Freezer compartment: 43.8 litre
Noise output: 37 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 124.1 / 55 / 63 ¹

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial
· Individually regulated cooling circuits: 1

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial
· Individually regulated cooling circuits: 1

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial
· Individually regulated cooling circuits: 1

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial
· Individually regulated cooling circuits: 1

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial
· Individually regulated cooling circuits: 1

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial
· Individually regulated cooling circuits: 1

Fridge compartment
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves
· LED lighting
· 1 spacious fruit and vegetable drawer

Fridge compartment
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves
· LED lighting
· 1 spacious fruit and vegetable drawer

Fridge compartment
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 3 GlassLine storage shelves
· LED lighting
· 1 spacious fruit and vegetable drawer

Fridge compartment
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 3 GlassLine storage shelves
· LED lighting
· 1 spacious fruit and vegetable drawer

Fridge compartment
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 3 GlassLine storage shelves
· LED lighting
· 1 spacious fruit and vegetable drawer

Fridge compartment
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 3 GlassLine storage shelves
· LED lighting
· 1 spacious fruit and vegetable drawer

Freezer compartment 4
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 19.54 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 3.32 kg
· Safety glass fittings

Freezer compartment 4
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 19.54 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 3.32 kg
· Safety glass fittings

Freezer compartment 4
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 17.12 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 3.56 kg
· Safety glass fittings

Freezer compartment 4
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 17.12 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 3.56 kg
· Safety glass fittings

Freezer compartment 4
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 17.3 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 3.74 kg
· Safety glass fittings

Freezer compartment 4
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 17.3 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 3.74 kg
· Safety glass fittings

Key features
· SwingLine design
· Recessed handles
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

Key features
· SwingLine design
· Recessed handles
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

Key features
· SwingLine design
· Recessed handles
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

Key features
· SwingLine design
· Recessed handles
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

Key features
· SwingLine design
· Recessed handles
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

Key features
· SwingLine design
· Recessed handles
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

1 To achieve the indicated energy consumption level, the wall spacers provided with the appliance must be used. These increase the appliance depth by approximately 3.5 cm.
If the wall spacers are not used, the appliance will remain fully functional, but will have a slightly higher energy consumption level.
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SmartFrost Top Mount fridge-freezers

2 In accordance with Regulation EU 2019/2016 we indicate the total volume to the nearest integer (rounded off ) and the volume of the frozen compartments and refrigeration compartments to one place after the decimal point.
You can ﬁ nd the full range of effi ciency classes at page 13. According to (EU) 2017/1369 6a.
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Fridges

KBef 4330

62

63

Fridges

Our fridges: an overview
Liebherr fridges excel with their impressive freshness technology. The range on
offer extends from models featuring a classic vegetable compartment, to BioCool
models with an adjustable humidity compartment, all the way to BioFresh
appliances, which deliver the longest-lasting freshness. Whatever you’re
looking for, you’re sure to find just the right fridge to meet your needs and
requirements within Liebherr’s comprehensive range – be it an upright or under
counter appliance.

from page 70

In the BioFresh compartments food retains its healthy vitamins, aroma and appetising
appearance significantly longer than in a conventional fridge. Through its advanced
technology the temperature is accurately maintained at around 0 °C.

from page 72

The BioCool-Box allows regulation of the humidity level within the fridge compartment
so that food keeps fresh for longer. It is convenient-to-use and it ensures that stored
food is clear visibility.

from page 73

Under counter fridges

from page 80
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Fridges

Quality in every detail

The fresher your food, the better it is for a healthy diet. BioFresh safes, sited on telescopic rails, guarantee the
perfect environment for greater freshness. When stored at a temperature of just over 0 °C and at just the right
humidity level, fruit and vegetables, fish, meat and dairy products all retain their vitamins, delicate flavours and
appetising appearance for far longer than in a conventional fridge compartment.

The BioCool-Box allows regulation of the humidity level within the fridge compartment so that food keeps
fresh for longer.The BioCool-Box is positioned on smooth-running telescopic rails; it is convenient to use and it
ensures that stored food is clear visibility. The humidity level in the BioCool-Box is regulated using a slider.

The high-performance PowerCooling system
ensures that newly stored produce is quickly
cooled and an even temperature is maintained
throughout the interior. An electronic door
switch turns off the fan when the door is
opened, saving energy. The FreshAir activated
charcoal filter that is integrated into the fan
purifies circulating air and quickly traps odours.

Models in the Comfort range feature Comfort
GlassLine: high quality glass shelving for the door
interior. Comfort GlassLine comprises a robust
satin-finished safety glass shelf, railings and an
elegant plastic surround. The can/bottle racks
have an adjustable holder for secure storage.

The high-resolution, high-contrast 2.4"
touchscreen display is integrated behind the
door and enables intuitive temperature setting.

The sturdy handle with its refined, premiumquality appearance and an integrated
opening mechanism ensures easy and
effortless opening of the door. The handle
perfectly compliments the HardLine door
design, and is made from anodised aluminium
or white plastic. It can be easily repositioned
if the hinge side of the door is changed.

The features shown are model dependent; look for these features in your model choice.
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Fridges

Quality in every detail

Maintenance-free and energy efficient: long-life LEDs provide perfect illumination of the interior. LEDs emit
very little heat, which ensures that fresh food is always optimally stored. The sophisticated integrated lighting
design ensures maximum use of the interior space.

The clear, minimalist style of HardLine-Design
lends a real sense of elegance to the
appliances. Consistently applied throughout
the appliance, internally and externally, this
linear design creates a pristine overall
appearance.

The distinctive GlassLine interior conveys
build and finish quality. The shelves are
made of safety glass. The split, slide-under
glass shelf can be located at different heights
as required.

SmartSteel significantly reduces the visibility
of fingerprints. The high-quality stainless steel
finish makes SmartSteel surfaces particularly
easy-to-clean and far more scratch-resistant.

In BioFresh Comfort models, the integrated
bottle shelf offers two options: With the
glass shelf, it can be used as a storage shelf
for cups, bowls and other containers or – if
the glass shelf is removed – as a handy bottle
shelf.

The features shown are model dependent; look for these features in your model choice.
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KBies 4370

KBbs 4370

KB 4330

B 2830

Premium

Premium

Comfort

Comfort

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy efficiency class:

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 107 / 0.293 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 372 litre
Volume: Fridge: 235.7 litre / BioFresh compartment: 137.2 litre
Noise output: 36 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel with SmartSteel / Stainless steel with SmartSteel
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 185 / 60 / 66.5 ¹

Controls
· 2.4" TFT-colour display behind-thedoor, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge
and BioFresh compartments
· SmartDeviceBox included
· Automatic SuperCool (time restricted)
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual
and acoustic
· Door alarm: visual and acoustic
Fridge and BioFresh compartments
· PowerCooling with FreshAir activated
charcoal filter
· Premium GlassLine storage shelf with
bottle holder, VarioBoxes, adjustable
egg tray, butter dish
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves, of
which one is divided into two parts
· VarioSafe
· Integrated bottle shelf
· LED ceiling lighting with dimmer
function
· LED BioFresh lighting
· LED rear wall lighting
· 3 BioFresh-Safes with SoftTelescopic,
of which 2 variably adjustable from
Fruit & Vegetable-Safe to DrySafe

Key features
· HardLine
· Aluminium handle with integrated
opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front
ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front,
transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted
opening

¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 107 / 0.293 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 372 litre
Volume: Fridge: 235.7 litre / BioFresh compartment: 137.2 litre
Noise output: 36 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: BlackSteel with SmartSteel / BlackSteel with SmartSteel
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 185 / 60 / 66.5 ¹

Controls
· 2.4" TFT-colour display behind-thedoor, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge
and BioFresh compartments
· SmartDeviceBox included
· Automatic SuperCool (time restricted)
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual
and acoustic
· Door alarm: visual and acoustic
Fridge and BioFresh compartments
· PowerCooling with FreshAir activated
charcoal filter
· Premium GlassLine storage shelf with
bottle holder, VarioBoxes, adjustable
egg tray, butter dish
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves, of
which one is divided into two parts
· VarioSafe
· Integrated bottle shelf
· LED ceiling lighting with dimmer
function
· LED BioFresh lighting
· LED rear wall lighting
· 3 BioFresh-Safes with SoftTelescopic,
of which 2 variably adjustable from
Fruit & Vegetable-Safe to DrySafe

1 To achieve the indicated energy consumption level, the wall spacers provided with the appliance must be used. These increase the appliance depth by approximately 1.5 cm.
If the wall spacers are not used, the appliance will remain fully functional, but will have a slightly higher energy consumption level.
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Energy efficiency class:

Key features
· HardLine
· Aluminium handle with integrated
opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front
ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front,
transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted
opening

¹

Energy efficiency class:
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BioFresh fridges

¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 133 / 0.364 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 371 litre
Volume: Fridge: 234.5 litre / BioFresh compartment: 137.2 litre
Noise output: 37 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 185 / 60 / 66.5 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 65 / 0.178 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 161 litre
Noise output: 38 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 125 / 60 / 66.5 ¹

Controls
· 2.4" TFT-monochrome display behind-the-door, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge and BioFresh compartments
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperCool (time restricted)
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: visual and acoustic

Controls
· 2.4" TFT-colour display behind-the-door, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: visual and acoustic

Fridge and BioFresh compartments
· PowerCooling with FreshAir activated charcoal filter
· Comfort GlassLine storage shelf with bottle holder, adjustable egg tray
· 5 GlassLine storage shelves, of which one is divided into two parts
· Integrated bottle shelf
· LED ceiling lighting
· 3 BioFresh-Safes on telescopic rails, of which 2 variably adjustable from Fruit &
Vegetable-Safe to DrySafe
Key features
· HardLine
· Slimline handle with integrated opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front, transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted opening

Fridge and BioFresh compartments
· Ventilator
· LED lighting
· 5 BioFresh-Safes
· Cabinet can be adjusted from HydroSafe to DrySafe
Key features
· HardLine
· Slimline handle with integrated opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front, transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted opening

Colour / material options:
KBef 4330 with Stainless steel front

2 In accordance with Regulation EU 2019/2016 we indicate the total volume to the nearest integer (rounded off ) and the volume of the frozen compartments and refrigeration compartments to one place after the decimal point.
You can ﬁ nd the full range of effi ciency classes at page 13. According to (EU) 2017/1369 6a.
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Kef 4370

Kef 4330

K 3730

Ksl 3130

Premium

Comfort

Comfort

Comfort

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 78 / 0.213 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 395 litre
Noise output: 36 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel with SmartSteel / silver
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 185 / 60 / 66.5 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 98 / 0.268 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 395 litre
Noise output: 37 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel with SmartSteel / silver
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 185 / 60 / 66.5 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 93 / 0.254 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 346 litre
Noise output: 37 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 165 / 60 / 66.5 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 139 / 0.380 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 297 litre
Noise output: 38 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: silver / silver
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 144.7 / 60 / 63.1 ¹

Controls
· 2.4" TFT-colour display behind-the-door, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge compartment
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperCool (time restricted)
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: visual and acoustic

Controls
· 2.4" TFT-monochrome display behind-the-door, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge compartment
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperCool (time restricted)
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: visual and acoustic

Controls
· 2.4" TFT-monochrome display behind-the-door, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge compartment
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperCool (time restricted)
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: visual and acoustic

Controls
· MagicEye on front, key electronic
· Graphic temperature display for fridge compartment
· Automatic SuperCool

Fridge compartment
· PowerCooling with FreshAir activated charcoal filter
· Premium GlassLine storage shelf with bottle holder, VarioBoxes, adjustable egg
tray, butter dish
· 6 GlassLine storage shelves, of which one is divided into two parts
· VarioSafe
· Bottle shelf
· LED ceiling lighting with dimmer function
· 2 BioCool-Boxes on telescopic rails

Fridge compartment
· PowerCooling with FreshAir activated charcoal filter
· Comfort GlassLine storage shelf with bottle holder, adjustable egg tray
· 6 GlassLine storage shelves, of which one is divided into two parts
· Bottle shelf
· LED ceiling lighting
· 2 BioCool-Boxes on telescopic rails

Fridge compartment
· PowerCooling with FreshAir activated charcoal filter
· Comfort GlassLine storage shelf with bottle holder, adjustable egg tray
· 6 GlassLine storage shelves, of which one is divided into two parts
· Bottle shelf
· LED ceiling lighting
· 1 BioCool-Box on telescopic rails

Key features
· HardLine
· Aluminium handle with integrated opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front, transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted opening

Key features
· HardLine
· Slimline handle with integrated opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front, transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted opening

Colour / material options:
K 4330 in white

Colour / material options:
Kef 3730 with Stainless steel front

Key features
· HardLine
· Aluminium handle with integrated opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front, transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted opening

1 To achieve the indicated energy consumption level, the wall spacers provided with the appliance must be used. These increase the appliance depth by approximately 3.5 cm and 1.5 cm at BluPerformance-appliances.
If the wall spacers are not used, the appliance will remain fully functional, but will have a slightly higher energy consumption level.
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Fridges

Fridge compartment
· PowerCooling
· Comfort GlassLine storage shelf with bottle holder, Egg tray
· 6 GlassLine storage shelves, of which one is divided into two parts
· Bottle shelf
· LED lighting
· 2 fruit and vegetable drawers
Key features
· SwingLine design
· Stainless steel slimline handle with integrated opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front, transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging
Colour / material options:
K 3130 in white

2 In accordance with Regulation EU 2019/2016 we indicate the total volume to the nearest integer (rounded off ) and the volume of the frozen compartments and refrigeration compartments to one place after the decimal point.
You can ﬁ nd the full range of effi ciency classes at page 13. According to (EU) 2017/1369 6a.
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The 4-star freezer compartment is designed
to freeze fresh food and store it for long
periods. Temperatures of −18 °C and lower
ensure that nutritional content is preserved
during storage.

Ksl 2630

K 2630

K 2340

Comfort

Comfort

Comfort

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy efficiency class:

¹

55

Energy efficiency class:

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 197 / 0.539 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 250 litre
Volume: Fridge: 229.8 litre / Freezer compartment: 21.1 litre
Noise output: 38 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: silver / silver
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 140.2 / 55 / 63 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 131 / 0.358 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 248 litre
Noise output: 38 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: silver / silver
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 125 / 60 / 63.1 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 131 / 0.358 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 248 litre
Noise output: 38 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 125 / 60 / 63.1 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 126 / 0.345 kWh
Total volume ²: 214 litre
Noise output: 38 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 114 / 55 / 63

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial
· CoolPlus function

Controls
· MagicEye on front, key electronic
· Graphic temperature display for fridge compartment
· Automatic SuperCool

Controls
· MagicEye on front, key electronic
· Graphic temperature display for fridge compartment
· Automatic SuperCool

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial

Fridge compartment
· PowerCooling
· Comfort GlassLine storage shelf with bottle holder,
Egg tray
· 5 GlassLine storage shelves, of which one is divided
into two parts
· Bottle shelf
· LED lighting
· 2 fruit and vegetable drawers

Fridge compartment
· PowerCooling
· Comfort GlassLine storage shelf with bottle holder,
Egg tray
· 5 GlassLine storage shelves, of which one is divided
into two parts
· Bottle shelf
· LED lighting
· 2 fruit and vegetable drawers

Key features
· SwingLine design
· Stainless steel slimline handle with integrated
opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front, transport castors
at back
· Reversible door hinging

Key features
· SwingLine design
· Slimline handle with integrated opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front, transport castors
at back
· Reversible door hinging

Key features
· SwingLine design
· Stainless steel slimline handle with integrated opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front, transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging
Colour / material options:
K 2834 in white

1 To achieve the indicated energy consumption level, the wall spacers provided with the appliance must be used. These increase the appliance depth by approximately 3.5 cm.
If the wall spacers are not used, the appliance will remain fully functional, but will have a slightly higher energy consumption level.
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Comfort

Freezer compartment 4
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 8 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 3 kg
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60

Ksl 2834

Fridge compartment
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves
· Bottle shelf
· LED lighting
· 2 fruit and vegetable drawers

The bottle shelf is the practical and elegant
answer for storing drinks. As many as ﬁve
bottles can be chilled and stored neatly.
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Fridges

Fridge compartment
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 5 GlassLine storage shelves
· Bottle shelf
· LED lighting
· 2 fruit and vegetable drawers
Key features
· SwingLine design
· Ergonomically designed slimline handle
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front, transport castors
at back
· Reversible door hinging

2 In accordance with Regulation EU 2019/2016 we indicate the total volume to the nearest integer (rounded off ) and the volume of the frozen compartments and refrigeration compartments to one place after the decimal point.
You can ﬁ nd the full range of effi ciency classes at page 13. According to (EU) 2017/1369 6a.
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Under counter fridges

TP 1760
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Under counter fridges

Quality in every detail

The elegant and precise MagicEye control with its digital temperature display lets you keep the temperature at
exactly the level you select. The clear arrangement of the function buttons makes for easy and convenient use.
The automatic SuperCool function lowers the refrigerator temperature to +2 °C. It is perfect for quickly cooling
freshly stored food.

The distinctive GlassLine interior conveys build
and finish quality. The shelves are made of safety
glass. The split, slide-under glass shelf can be
located at different heights as required.

The slimline door handle is discrete and
ergonomically designed for ease of opening.
Under counter fridges with manual controls
can be further reduced in height by removing
the tabletop of the fridge.

You can freeze fresh food and store frozen food for long periods in appliances with the 4-star freezer
compartment. Temperatures of −18 °C and lower ensure food is stored with all the vital vitamins and
minerals preserved.

Ergonomically designed, the extra deep
transparent vegetable compartments are
easy-to-clean and provide ample storage for
fruit and vegetables.

Premium GlassLine door shelves with stainless
steel trim. Elegant stainless steel bars help protect
taller bottles and jars.

The features shown are model dependent; look for these features in your model choice.
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TP 1764

TP 1760

TP 1724

TP 1720

Premium

Premium

Comfort

Comfort

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 146 / 0.400 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 135 litre
Volume: Fridge: 118.0 litre / Freezer compartment: 17.7 litre
Noise output: 34 dB(A) / B, SuperSilent
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 85 / 60.1 / 62.8 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 93 / 0.254 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 155 litre
Noise output: 34 dB(A) / B, SuperSilent
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 85 / 60.1 / 62.8 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 146 / 0.400 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 143 litre
Volume: Fridge: 126.0 litre / Freezer compartment: 17.6 litre
Noise output: 37 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 85 / 60.1 / 62.8 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 92 / 0.252 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 145 litre
Noise output: 35 dB(A) / B, SuperSilent
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 85 / 60.1 / 62.8 ¹

Controls
· MagicEye on front, key electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge compartment

Controls
· MagicEye on front, key electronic
· Digital temperature display for fridge compartment
· Automatic SuperCool

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial
· CoolPlus function

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial

Fridge compartment
· Premium GlassLine storage shelf with bottle holder, Egg tray
· 3 GlassLine storage shelves, of which one is divided into two parts
· LED lighting
· 2 fruit and vegetable drawers
Freezer compartment 4
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 8.9 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 4.7 kg
Key features
· SwingDesign
· Ergonomically designed slimline handle
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

Fridge compartment
· Premium GlassLine storage shelf with bottle holder, Egg tray
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves, of which one is divided into two parts
· LED lighting
· 2 fruit and vegetable drawers
Key features
· SwingDesign
· Ergonomically designed slimline handle
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

1 To achieve the indicated energy consumption level, the wall spacers provided with the appliance must be used. These increase the appliance depth by approximately 3.5 cm.
If the wall spacers are not used, the appliance will remain fully functional, but will have a slightly higher energy consumption level.
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Fridge compartment
· Comfort GlassLine storage shelf with bottle holder, Egg tray
· 2 GlassLine storage shelves, of which one is divided into two parts
· LED lighting
· 2 fruit and vegetable drawers
Freezer compartment 4
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 9 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 4.29 kg
Key features
· SwingDesign
· Ergonomically designed slimline handle
· Under-worktop installation compatible due to front ventilation (exhaust ventilation
via grills in worktop) and removable tabletop
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

60

↓

↑

60

↓

↑

60

↓

↑

60

↓

↑

Under counter fridges

Fridge compartment
· Comfort GlassLine storage shelf with bottle holder, Egg tray
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves, of which one is divided into two parts
· LED lighting
· 2 fruit and vegetable drawers
Key features
· SwingDesign
· Ergonomically designed slimline handle
· Under-worktop installation compatible due to front ventilation (exhaust ventilation
via grills in worktop) and removable tabletop
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

2 In accordance with Regulation EU 2019/2016 we indicate the total volume to the nearest integer (rounded off ) and the volume of the frozen compartments and refrigeration compartments to one place after the decimal point.
You can ﬁ nd the full range of effi ciency classes at page 13. According to (EU) 2017/1369 6a.
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TPesf 1714

TPesf 1710

T 1714

T 1810

Comfort

Comfort

Comfort

Comfort

Energy efficiency class:

¹

¹

Energy efficiency class:

Energy efficiency class:

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 183 / 0.501 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 143 litre
Volume: Fridge: 126.0 litre / Freezer compartment: 17.6 litre
Noise output: 37 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel / silver
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 85 / 60.1 / 60.8 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 115 / 0.315 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 145 litre
Noise output: 38 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel / silver
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 85 / 60.1 / 60.8 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 183 / 0.501 kWh
Total volume ²: 143 litre
Volume: Fridge: 126.0 litre / Freezer compartment: 17.6 litre
Noise output: 37 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 85 / 60.1 / 62.8

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 118 / 0.323 kWh
Total volume ²: 161 litre
Noise output: 38 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 85 / 60.1 / 62.8

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial
· CoolPlus function

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial
· CoolPlus function

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial

Fridge compartment
· Comfort GlassLine storage shelf with bottle holder, Egg tray
· 2 GlassLine storage shelves, of which one is divided into two parts
· LED lighting
· 2 fruit and vegetable drawers
Freezer compartment 4
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 9 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 4.36 kg
Key features
· HardLine
· Stainless steel slimline door handle
· Under-worktop installation compatible due to front ventilation (exhaust ventilation
via grills in worktop) and removable tabletop
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

Energy efficiency class:

Fridge compartment
· Comfort GlassLine storage shelf with bottle holder, Egg tray
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves, of which one is divided into two parts
· LED lighting
· 2 fruit and vegetable drawers
Key features
· HardLine
· Stainless steel slimline door handle
· Under-worktop installation compatible due to front ventilation (exhaust ventilation
via grills in worktop) and removable tabletop
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

1 To achieve the indicated energy consumption level, the wall spacers provided with the appliance must be used. These increase the appliance depth by approximately 3.5 cm.
If the wall spacers are not used, the appliance will remain fully functional, but will have a slightly higher energy consumption level.
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Fridge compartment
· Comfort GlassLine storage shelf with bottle holder, Egg tray
· 2 GlassLine storage shelves, of which one is divided into two parts
· LED lighting
· 2 fruit and vegetable drawers
Freezer compartment 4
· Ice cube tray
· Temperature rise time: 9 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 4.36 kg
Key features
· SwingDesign
· Ergonomically designed slimline handle
· Under-worktop installation compatible due to front ventilation (exhaust ventilation
via grills in worktop) and removable tabletop
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

60

↓

↑

60

↓

↑
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↓

↑

60

↓

↑

Under counter fridges

Fridge compartment
· Comfort GlassLine storage shelf with bottle holder, Egg tray
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves, of which one is divided into two parts
· LED lighting
· 2 fruit and vegetable drawers
Key features
· SwingDesign
· Ergonomically designed slimline handle
· Under-worktop installation compatible due to front ventilation (exhaust ventilation
via grills in worktop) and removable tabletop
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

2 In accordance with Regulation EU 2019/2016 we indicate the total volume to the nearest integer (rounded off ) and the volume of the frozen compartments and refrigeration compartments to one place after the decimal point.
You can ﬁ nd the full range of effi ciency classes at page 13. According to (EU) 2017/1369 6a.
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The space-saving integrated LED light ensures
that the whole interior of the refrigerator is
evenly and harmoniously lit. With its low
energy consumption, the long-lasting LED light
is an environmentally friendly solution for a
perfect overview of the food in the fridge.

TP 1414

TP 1410

Comfort

Comfort

Energy efficiency class:

¹

T 1504

¹

55

T 1700

Energy efficiency class:

Energy efficiency class:

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 180 / 0.493 kWh
Total volume ²: 133 litre
Volume: Fridge: 116.9 litre /
Freezer compartment: 16.5 litre
Noise output: 40 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 85 / 55.4 / 62.3

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 116 / 0.317 kWh
Total volume ²: 149 litre
Noise output: 37 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 85 / 55.4 / 62.3

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial
· CoolPlus function

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial
· CoolPlus function

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial

Key features
· SwingDesign
· Ergonomically designed slimline handle
· Under-worktop installation compatible due to front ventilation (exhaust ventilation
via grills in worktop) and removable tabletop
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

1 To achieve the indicated energy consumption level, the wall spacers provided with the appliance must be used. These increase the appliance depth by approximately 3.5 cm.
If the wall spacers are not used, the appliance will remain fully functional, but will have a slightly higher energy consumption level.

Energy efficiency class:

Fridge compartment
· Comfort GlassLine storage shelf with bottle holder,
Egg tray
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves
· LED lighting
· 1 spacious fruit and vegetable drawer
Key features
· SwingDesign
· Ergonomically designed slimline handle
· Under-worktop installation compatible due to front
ventilation (exhaust ventilation via grills in worktop)
and removable tabletop
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

Fridge compartment
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 2 GlassLine storage shelves
· LED lighting
· 1 spacious fruit and vegetable drawer
Freezer compartment 4
· Temperature rise time: 8 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 5.13 kg
Key features
· SwingDesign
· Recessed handle
· Under-worktop installation compatible due to front
ventilation (exhaust ventilation via grills in worktop)
and removable tabletop
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

↓

↑

↓

↑

↓

55

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 114 / 0.312 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 136 litre
Noise output: 37 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 85 / 55.4 / 62.3 ¹

Freezer compartment 4
· Temperature rise time: 9 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 2 kg
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55

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 176 / 0.482 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 120 litre
Volume: Fridge: 106.3 litre / Freezer compartment: 14.5 litre
Noise output: 39 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 85 / 55.4 / 62.3 ¹

Fridge compartment
· Comfort GlassLine storage shelf with bottle holder, Egg tray
· 2 GlassLine storage shelves
· LED lighting
· 1 spacious fruit and vegetable drawer

Models in the Comfort range feature
Comfort GlassLine: high quality glass
shelving for the door interior. Comfort
GlassLine comprises a robust satin-ﬁnished
safety glass shelf, railings and an elegant
plastic surround. The can/bottle racks have
an adjustable holder for secure storage.

↑

55

↓

↑

Under counter fridges

Fridge compartment
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves
· LED lighting
· 1 spacious fruit and vegetable drawer
Key features
· SwingDesign
· Recessed handle
· Under-worktop installation compatible due to front
ventilation (exhaust ventilation via grills in worktop)
and removable tabletop
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

2 In accordance with Regulation EU 2019/2016 we indicate the total volume to the nearest integer (rounded off ) and the volume of the frozen compartments and refrigeration compartments to one place after the decimal point.
You can ﬁ nd the full range of effi ciency classes at page 13. According to (EU) 2017/1369 6a.
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T 1410
Comfort

Energy efficiency class:

Energy efficiency class:

Energy efficiency class:

Energy efficiency class:

Energy efficiency class:

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 176 / 0.482 kWh
Total volume ¹: 120 litre
Volume: Fridge: 106.3 litre / Freezer compartment: 14.5 litre
Noise output: 40 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 85 / 50.1 / 62

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 114 / 0.312 kWh
Total volume ¹: 136 litre
Noise output: 36 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 85 / 50.1 / 62

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 176 / 0.482 kWh
Total volume ¹: 120 litre
Volume: Fridge: 106.3 litre /
Freezer compartment: 14.5 litre
Noise output: 40 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 85 / 50.1 / 62

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 114 / 0.312 kWh
Total volume ¹: 136 litre
Noise output: 36 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: black / black
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 85 / 50.1 / 62

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 114 / 0.312 kWh
Total volume ¹: 136 litre
Noise output: 36 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 85 / 50.1 / 62

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial
· CoolPlus function

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial
· CoolPlus function

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial

Controls
· Mechanical control in interior, control dial

Fridge compartment
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves
· LED lighting
· 1 spacious fruit and vegetable drawer

Fridge compartment
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves
· LED lighting
· 1 spacious fruit and vegetable drawer

Key features
· SwingDesign
· Recessed handle
· Under-worktop installation compatible due to front
ventilation (exhaust ventilation via grills in worktop)
and removable tabletop
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

Key features
· SwingDesign
· Recessed handle
· Under-worktop installation compatible due to front
ventilation (exhaust ventilation via grills in worktop)
and removable tabletop
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

Freezer compartment 4
· Temperature rise time: 8.9 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 5.35 kg
Key features
· SwingDesign
· Ergonomically designed slimline handle
· Under-worktop installation compatible due to front ventilation (exhaust ventilation
via grills in worktop) and removable tabletop
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

Key features
· SwingDesign
· Ergonomically designed slimline handle
· Under-worktop installation compatible due to front ventilation (exhaust ventilation
via grills in worktop) and removable tabletop
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

Fridge compartment
· Plastic door shelves, Egg tray
· 2 GlassLine storage shelves
· LED lighting
· 1 spacious fruit and vegetable drawer
Freezer compartment 4
· Temperature rise time: 8.9 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 5.35 kg
Key features
· SwingDesign
· Recessed handle
· Under-worktop installation compatible due to front
ventilation (exhaust ventilation via grills in worktop)
and removable tabletop
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

↓

↑

50

Comfort

Fridge compartment
· Comfort GlassLine storage shelf with bottle holder, Egg tray
· 4 GlassLine storage shelves
· LED lighting
· 1 spacious fruit and vegetable drawer

Tb 1400

↓

50

T 1414

Fridge compartment
· Comfort GlassLine storage shelf with bottle holder, Egg tray
· 2 GlassLine storage shelves
· LED lighting
· 1 spacious fruit and vegetable drawer

T 1404

↑

50

↓

↑

50

↓

↑

50

↓

↑

Under counter fridges

T 1400

1 In accordance with Regulation EU 2019/2016 we indicate the total volume to the nearest integer (rounded off ) and the volume of the frozen compartments and refrigeration compartments to one place after the decimal point.
You can ﬁ nd the full range of effi ciency classes at page 13. According to (EU) 2017/1369 6a.
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Freezers

GN 5275

89

Tall freezers

Our freezers: an overview
Featuring options such as NoFrost, SmartFrost, StopFrost and FrostProtect –
Liebherr freezers offer maximum convenience. With tall, under counter and
chest freezers available – Liebherr has just the right appliance whatever your
requirements. Choose from a variety of sizes and select your preferred fittings.
from page 97

page 102

page 101

from page 103

Under counter freezers

The NoFrost system from Liebherr provides rapid, fan-assisted, frost-free freezing for the
safe, long-term storage of food. The NoFrost technology creates a much larger storage
capacity and keeps the freezer constantly frost-free to make defrosting a thing of the past.

With the SmartFrost technology, ice build-up is greatly reduced. This makes defrosting
rarely necessary. The interior walls of the freezer compartment are very smooth and
easy-to-clean offering additional capacity.

Selected SmartFrost freezer models

Chest freezers
Frosting over of the freezer and frozen food is reduced, reducing the number of times
you need to defrost the freezer. StopFrost prevents a vacuum from building up in our
chest freezers, ensuring the lid opens easily.

FrostProtect models will work in ambient temperatures as low as −15 °C for example
in an unheated garage or outbuilding.

from page 110

90

from page 102
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Freezers

Quality in every detail

The NoFrost system from Liebherr provides
rapid, fan-assisted, frost-free freezing for the
safe, long-term storage of food. The NoFrost
technology creates a much larger storage
capacity and keeps the freezer constantly
frost-free to make defrosting a thing of the past.

With the SmartFrost technology, ice build-up
is greatly reduced. This makes defrosting rarely
necessary. The interior walls of the freezer
compartment are smooth and easy-to-clean
offering additional capacity. Freezer drawers
and glass shelves made of safety glass can be
removed easily.

The high-resolution, high-contrast 2.4"
touchscreen display is integrated behind
the door and enables individual temperature
setting.

Energy-efficient, powerful, long-life and
environmentally friendly LEDs are integrated
into the underside of the freezer interior to
illuminate the contents of the drawers when
they are opened. As soon as the door is
opened, the LED lighting brightens, conveniently
displaying the contents of the drawers.

The status indicator is discretely integrated into the appliance door, allowing for quick and easy assessment
of the appliance status, even if the door is closed. A blue light indicates that the appliance is working properly.
In the case of any other status, a red light and an audible tone are emitted.

So that food can be conveniently accessed with minimal effort, even if the drawers are fully stocked, all
BluPerformance freezer drawers are sited on smooth-running roller tracks. For convenient removal and
storage of food, the top drawer tilts slightly downwards when opened – an especially helpful feature in taller
appliances. The position and size of the bottom drawer make it ideal for storing ice cream, herbs or other
small items.

The features shown are model dependent; look for these features in your model choice.
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Freezers

Quality in every detail

Many freezers are kept outside of the normal
household environment, so Liebherr has
developed FrostProtect on selected models
to enable these models to function in low
ambient temperatures. Models indicated as
FrostProtect will work in ambient temperatures
as low as −15 °C.

The transparent freezer drawers on telescopic
rails are easy to access and use even when
filled with heavy contents. They ensure both
great visibility and optimum storage. The
FrostSafe fully enclosed drawers prevent
cold air from escaping, thereby reducing
energy consumption.

BluPerformance models have their refrigeration technology compactly integrated in the plinth, minimising
operating noise and saving space. Maximum performance thereby comes hand-in-hand with a considerably
larger net capacity and greater energy efficiency.
1. Power connection for appliance plug 2. Functional wall spacer to maintain wall clearance and allow connection
3. Variable speed compressor 4. Plinth fan with noise-damping 5. Condenser 6. Defrost water drain

The automatic SuperFrost function makes freezing food simple and energy efficient. It rapidly lowers the
temperature to −32 °C to create the temperature levels required to preserve vitamins and enhance the flavour
and texture of the food when consumed.

The freezer drawers in the BluPerformance
appliances can be easily opened on
roller tracks.
The drawers and intervening glass shelves
in all appliances can be removed to create
VarioSpace – a no-fuss system for quickly
creating extra storage space.

If you are not using the entire freezer space,
unused drawers can be switched off with
the optional Vario Energy-Saving Panel.
Energy consumption can then be reduced
again by up to 30 %.

The features shown are model dependent; look for these features in your model choice.
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GN 4375

Premium

Premium

¹

Energy efficiency class:

60

↓

↑

GN 5275

Energy efficiency class:

GN 4375

70

↓

↑

NoFrost freezers

¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 179 / 0.490 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 369 litre
Noise output: 37 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 195 / 70 / 75 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 198 / 0.542 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 276 litre
Noise output: 37 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 185 / 60 / 66.5 ¹

Controls
· 2.4" TFT-colour display behind-the-door, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperFrost, quantity-controlled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: visual and acoustic

Controls
· 2.4" TFT-colour display behind-the-door, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperFrost, quantity-controlled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: visual and acoustic

Freezer compartment 4
· 8 drawers, of which 6 set on telescopic rails, of which 1 set on roller tracks,
VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray with lid
· LED lighting
· Status indicator
· Temperature rise time: 9 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 18 kg
· 2 Cold storage accumulators
· Safety glass fittings

Freezer compartment 4
· 8 drawers, of which 6 set on telescopic rails, of which 1 set on roller tracks,
VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray with lid
· LED lighting
· Status indicator
· Temperature rise time: 9 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 18 kg
· 2 Cold storage accumulators
· Safety glass fittings

Key features
· HardLine
· Slimline handle with integrated opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front, transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted opening

Key features
· HardLine
· Slimline handle with integrated opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front, transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted opening

1 To achieve the indicated energy consumption level, the wall spacers provided with the appliance must be used. These increase the appliance depth by approximately 1.5 cm.
If the wall spacers are not used, the appliance will remain fully functional, but will have a slightly higher energy consumption level.
2 In accordance with Regulation EU 2019/2016 we indicate the total volume to the nearest integer (rounded off ) and the volume of the frozen compartments
and refrigeration compartments to one place after the decimal point.
You can ﬁ nd the full range of effi ciency classes at page 13. According to (EU) 2017/1369 6a.
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GNef 4335

GN 4335

GN 3735

GN 3235

GN 2835

Comfort

Comfort

Comfort

Comfort

Comfort

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy efficiency class:

60

↓

↑

60

↓

↑

60

↓

↑

60

↓

↑

60

↓

↑

NoFrost freezers

¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 248 / 0.679 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 276 litre
Noise output: 38 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: Stainless steel with SmartSteel / silver
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 185 / 60 / 66.5 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 248 / 0.679 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 276 litre
Noise output: 38 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 185 / 60 / 66.5 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 235 / 0.643 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 238 litre
Noise output: 38 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 165 / 60 / 66.5 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 221 / 0.605 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 200 litre
Noise output: 38 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 145 / 60 / 66.5 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 208 / 0.569 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 161 litre
Noise output: 38 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 125 / 60 / 66.5 ¹

Controls
· 2.4" TFT-monochrome display behind-the-door, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: visual and acoustic

Controls
· 2.4" TFT-monochrome display behind-the-door, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: visual and acoustic

Controls
· 2.4" TFT-monochrome display behind-the-door,
touch electronic
· Digital temperature display
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: visual and acoustic

Controls
· 2.4" TFT-monochrome display behind-the-door,
touch electronic
· Digital temperature display
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: visual and acoustic

Controls
· 2.4" TFT-monochrome display behind-the-door,
touch electronic
· Digital temperature display
· SmartDeviceBox: optional accessory
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: visual and acoustic

Freezer compartment 4
· 8 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray with lid
· LED lighting
· Status indicator
· Temperature rise time: 9 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 18 kg
· 1 Cold storage accumulator
· Safety glass fittings

Freezer compartment 4
· 8 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray with lid
· LED lighting
· Status indicator
· Temperature rise time: 9 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 18 kg
· 1 Cold storage accumulator
· Safety glass fittings

Freezer compartment 4
· 7 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray with lid
· LED lighting
· Status indicator
· Temperature rise time: 9 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 17 kg
· 1 Cold storage accumulator
· Safety glass fittings

Freezer compartment 4
· 6 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray with lid
· LED lighting
· Status indicator
· Temperature rise time: 9 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 16 kg
· 1 Cold storage accumulator
· Safety glass fittings

Freezer compartment 4
· 5 drawers, VarioSpace
· Ice cube tray with lid
· LED lighting
· Status indicator
· Temperature rise time: 9 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 15 kg
· 1 Cold storage accumulator
· Safety glass fittings

Key features
· HardLine
· Slimline handle with integrated opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front, transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted opening

Key features
· HardLine
· Slimline handle with integrated opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front, transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted opening

Key features
· HardLine
· Slimline handle with integrated opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front, transport castors
at back
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted opening

Key features
· HardLine
· Slimline handle with integrated opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front, transport castors
at back
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted opening

Key features
· HardLine
· Slimline handle with integrated opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles, front and at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front, transport castors
at back
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted opening

1 To achieve the indicated energy consumption level, the wall spacers provided with the appliance must be used. These increase the appliance depth by approximately 1.5 cm.
If the wall spacers are not used, the appliance will remain fully functional, but will have a slightly higher energy consumption level.
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2 In accordance with Regulation EU 2019/2016 we indicate the total volume to the nearest integer (rounded off ) and the volume of the frozen compartments and refrigeration compartments to one place after the decimal point.
You can ﬁ nd the full range of effi ciency classes at page 13. According to (EU) 2017/1369 6a.
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NoFrost freezers

GNP 3013

GNP 2713

GNP 2313

GNP 1913

GNP 1066

Comfort

Comfort

Comfort

Comfort

Premium

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy efficiency class:

60

↓

↑

60

↓

↑

60

↓

↑

60

↓

↑

60

↓

↑

Under counter NoFrost freezer

¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 307 / 0.841 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 268 litre
Noise output: 41 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 184.1 / 60 / 63 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 291 / 0.797 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 231 litre
Noise output: 41 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 164.4 / 60 / 63 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 275 / 0.753 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 195 litre
Noise output: 41 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 144.7 / 60 / 63 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 258 / 0.706 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 158 litre
Noise output: 40 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 125 / 60 / 63 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 186 / 0.509 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 99 litre
Noise output: 39 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 85.1 / 60.2 / 62.8 ¹

Controls
· MagicEye on front, key electronic
· Graphic temperature display
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: acoustic

Controls
· MagicEye on front, key electronic
· Graphic temperature display
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: acoustic

Controls
· MagicEye on front, key electronic
· Graphic temperature display
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: acoustic

Controls
· MagicEye on front, key electronic
· Graphic temperature display
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: acoustic

Freezer compartment 4
· 8 drawers, of which 1 herb and berry tray, VarioSpace
· Temperature rise time: 8.5 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 13.5 kg
· Safety glass fittings

Freezer compartment 4
· 7 drawers, of which 1 herb and berry tray, VarioSpace
· Temperature rise time: 8.1 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 13.1 kg
· Safety glass fittings

Key features
· SwingLine design
· Slimline handle with integrated opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front, transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging

Key features
· SwingLine design
· Slimline handle with integrated opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front, transport castors at back
· Reversible door hinging

Freezer compartment 4
· 6 drawers, of which 1 herb and berry tray,
VarioSpace
· Temperature rise time: 8.3 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 13.2 kg
· Safety glass fittings

Freezer compartment 4
· 5 drawers, of which 1 herb and berry tray,
VarioSpace
· Temperature rise time: 8.4 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 11.8 kg
· Safety glass fittings

Controls
· MagicEye on front, key electronic
· Digital temperature display
· Automatic SuperFrost, quantity-controlled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: acoustic

Key features
· SwingLine design
· Slimline handle with integrated opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front, transport castors
at back
· Reversible door hinging

Key features
· SwingLine design
· Slimline handle with integrated opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front, transport castors
at back
· Reversible door hinging

1 To achieve the indicated energy consumption level, the wall spacers provided with the appliance must be used. These increase the appliance depth by approximately 3.5 cm.
If the wall spacers are not used, the appliance will remain fully functional, but will have a slightly higher energy consumption level.
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Freezer compartment 4
· 3 drawers, VarioSpace
· Temperature rise time: 10 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 11 kg
· 2 Cold storage accumulators
· Safety glass fittings
Key features
· SwingDesign
· Ergonomically designed slimline handle
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

2 In accordance with Regulation EU 2019/2016 we indicate the total volume to the nearest integer (rounded off ) and the volume of the frozen compartments and refrigeration compartments to one place after the decimal point.
You can ﬁ nd the full range of effi ciency classes at page 13. According to (EU) 2017/1369 6a.
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SmartFrost freezers

GP 2733

GP 2433

GP 2033

Comfort

Comfort

Comfort

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 262 / 0.717 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 224 litre
Noise output: 39 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Designed to operate in ambient temperatures as low
as −15 °C
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 164.4 / 60 / 63 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 249 / 0.682 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 191 litre
Noise output: 39 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Designed to operate in ambient temperatures as low
as −15 °C
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 144.7 / 60 / 63 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 235 / 0.643 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 157 litre
Noise output: 39 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Designed to operate in ambient temperatures as low
as −15 °C
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 125 / 60 / 63 ¹

Controls
· MagicEye on front, key electronic
· Graphic temperature display
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic

Controls
· MagicEye on front, key electronic
· Graphic temperature display
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic

Controls
· MagicEye on front, key electronic
· Graphic temperature display
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic

Freezer compartment 4
· 7 drawers, VarioSpace
· Temperature rise time: 19 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 11 kg
· Safety glass fittings

Freezer compartment 4
· 6 drawers, VarioSpace
· Temperature rise time: 19 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 10 kg
· Safety glass fittings

Freezer compartment 4
· 5 drawers, VarioSpace
· Temperature rise time: 19 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 9 kg
· Safety glass fittings

Key features
· SwingLine design
· Slimline handle with integrated opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front, transport castors
at back
· Reversible door hinging

Key features
· SwingLine design
· Slimline handle with integrated opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front, transport castors
at back
· Reversible door hinging

Key features
· SwingLine design
· Slimline handle with integrated opening mechanism
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Transport handles at back
· Height-adjustable feet at front, transport castors
at back
· Reversible door hinging

1 To achieve the indicated energy consumption level, the wall spacers provided with the appliance must be used. These increase the appliance depth by approximately 3.5 cm.
If the wall spacers are not used, the appliance will remain fully functional, but will have a slightly higher energy consumption level.
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The elegant and precise MagicEye control
with its temperature display lets you keep the
temperature at exactly the level you select. The
clear arrangement of the function buttons makes
for easy and convenient use.
The automatic SuperFrost function quickly
reduces the temperature to freeze your food
while preserving the vitamins.
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↑
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↑
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↓

↑

Under counter SmartFrost freezer

GP 1486
Premium

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 137 / 0.375 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 102 litre
Noise output: 37 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Designed to operate in ambient temperatures as low as −15 °C
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 85.1 / 60.2 / 62.8 ¹

Controls
· MagicEye on front, key electronic
· Digital temperature display
· Automatic SuperFrost, quantity-controlled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
Freezer compartment 4
· 4 drawers, VarioSpace
· Temperature rise time: 14.6 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 8.2 kg
· Safety glass fittings

The tabletop of the under counter freezers is
extremely robust, with a scratch and heat
resistant surface.

Key features
· SwingDesign
· Ergonomically designed slimline handle
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

2 In accordance with Regulation EU 2019/2016 we indicate the total volume to the nearest integer (rounded off ) and the volume of the frozen compartments and refrigeration compartments to one place after the decimal point.
You can ﬁ nd the full range of effi ciency classes at page 13. According to (EU) 2017/1369 6a.
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GPesf 1476

GP 1376

GP 1213

Premium

Premium

Comfort

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy efficiency class:

¹

Energy efficiency class:

G 1213

55
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↑
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↓

↑
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↓

↑
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↓

↑
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↓

↑

Under counter SmartFrost freezers

GX 823
Comfort

¹

Energy efficiency class:

Energy efficiency class:

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 171 / 0.468 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 102 litre
Noise output: 39 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Designed to operate in ambient temperatures as low as −15 °C
Door / side walls: Stainless steel with SmartSteel / silver
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 85.1 / 60.2 / 61 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 171 / 0.468 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 102 litre
Noise output: 39 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Designed to operate in ambient temperatures as low as −15 °C
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 85.1 / 55.3 / 62.4 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 170 / 0.465 kWh ¹
Total volume ²: 97 litre
Noise output: 39 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Designed to operate in ambient temperatures as low
as −15 °C
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 85.1 / 55.3 / 62.4 ¹

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 213 / 0.583 kWh
Total volume ²: 97 litre
Noise output: 39 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Designed to operate in ambient temperatures as low
as −15 °C
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 85.1 / 55.3 / 62.4

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 199 / 0.545 kWh
Total volume ²: 68 litre
Noise output: 39 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Designed to operate in ambient temperatures as low
as −15 °C
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 63.1 / 55.3 / 62.4

Controls
· MagicEye on front, key electronic
· Digital temperature display
· Automatic SuperFrost, quantity-controlled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic

Controls
· MagicEye on front, key electronic
· Digital temperature display
· Automatic SuperFrost, quantity-controlled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic

Controls
· MagicEye on front, key electronic
· Graphic temperature display
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual

Controls
· MagicEye on front, key electronic
· Graphic temperature display
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual

Controls
· MagicEye on front, key electronic
· Graphic temperature display
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual

Freezer compartment 4
· 4 drawers, VarioSpace
· Temperature rise time: 17 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 6 kg
· 2 Cold storage accumulators
· Safety glass fittings

Freezer compartment 4
· 4 drawers, VarioSpace
· Temperature rise time: 14 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 6 kg
· 2 Cold storage accumulators
· Safety glass fittings

Freezer compartment 4
· 3 drawers, VarioSpace
· Temperature rise time: 17 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 6 kg
· Safety glass fittings

Freezer compartment 4
· 3 drawers, VarioSpace
· Temperature rise time: 17 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 6 kg
· Safety glass fittings

Freezer compartment 4
· 2 drawers, VarioSpace
· Temperature rise time: 14 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 6 kg
· Safety glass fittings

Key features
· HardLine
· Stainless steel slimline door handle
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

Key features
· SwingDesign
· Ergonomically designed slimline handle
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

Key features
· SwingDesign
· Ergonomically designed slimline handle
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

Key features
· SwingDesign
· Recessed handle
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

Key features
· SwingDesign
· Ergonomically designed slimline handle
· Versatile installation due to front ventilation
· Height-adjustable feet at front
· Reversible door hinging

Colour / material options:
GP 1476 in white

1 To achieve the indicated energy consumption level, the wall spacers provided with the appliance must be used. These increase the appliance depth by approximately 3.5 cm.
If the wall spacers are not used, the appliance will remain fully functional, but will have a slightly higher energy consumption level.
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2 In accordance with Regulation EU 2019/2016 we indicate the total volume to the nearest integer (rounded off ) and the volume of the frozen compartments and refrigeration compartments to one place after the decimal point.
You can ﬁ nd the full range of effi ciency classes at page 13. According to (EU) 2017/1369 6a.
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Chest freezers

CFf 2080

107

Chest freezers

Quality in every detail

StopFrost prevents a vacuum from building up, ensuring the lid opens easily. Frosting over of the freezer and
frozen food is reduced, which limits the number of times you need to defrost the freezer.

The heat-exchange condenser is embedded
in foam along the exterior wall, minimising
vibration and promoting quieter operation.
No condensation forms on the easy-to-clean
outside walls.

Due to their shape and size, many chest
freezers are kept outside of the normal
household environment so Liebherr has
developed FrostProtect to enable these
models to work in low ambient temperatures.
All chest freezer models will work in ambient
temperatures as low as −15 °C.

The bright LED interior light allows a clear view of all your stored products even in low ambient lighting
conditions. The one piece chest freezer lid and body is coated to ensure an excellent finish resilience and
to prevent corrosion.

The automatic SuperFrost function quickly reduces the temperature to freeze your food while preserving
the vitamins. As soon as the food is completely frozen, the automated SuperFrost function switches back to
normal mode.

The features shown are model dependent; look for these features in your model choice.
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The bright LED interior light allows a clear
view of all your stored products even in low
ambient lighting conditions.
The one piece chest freezer lid and body is
coated to ensure an excellent finish resilience
and to prevent corrosion.

The heat-exchange condenser is embedded
in foam along the exterior wall, minimising
vibration and promoting quieter operation.
No condensation forms on the easy-to-clean
outside walls.
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CFf 2080

CFf 1870

Pure

Pure

Pure

Energy efficiency class:

Energy efficiency class:

Energy efficiency class:

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 324 / 0.887 kWh
Total volume ¹: 497 litre
Noise output: 39 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Designed to operate in ambient temperatures as low as −15 °C
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 82.5 / 167.5 / 72.2

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 274 / 0.750 kWh
Total volume ¹: 353 litre
Noise output: 39 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Designed to operate in ambient temperatures as low as −15 °C
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 82.5 / 125.5 / 72.2

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 249 / 0.682 kWh
Total volume ¹: 281 litre
Noise output: 39 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Designed to operate in ambient temperatures as low as −15 °C
Door / side walls: white / white
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 82.5 / 104.5 / 72.2

Controls
· Electronic controls in front, key electronic
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: visual and acoustic

Controls
· Electronic controls in front, key electronic
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: visual and acoustic

Controls
· Electronic controls in front, key electronic
· Automatic SuperFrost, time-controlled
· FrostControl
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: visual and acoustic

Freezer compartment 4
· Low vibration, low noise, easy-to-clean foam-embedded condenser
· LED lighting
· Temperature rise time: 40 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 20 kg
· Defrost drain
· Removable freezer tray as partition wall – can be used as a drip tray
· 2 Suspension baskets as standard, 5 retrofittable

Freezer compartment 4
· Low vibration, low noise, easy-to-clean foam-embedded condenser
· LED lighting
· Temperature rise time: 40 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 15 kg
· Defrost drain
· Removable freezer tray as partition wall – can be used as a drip tray
· 2 Suspension baskets as standard, 3 retrofittable

Freezer compartment 4
· Low vibration, low noise, easy-to-clean foam-embedded condenser
· LED lighting
· Temperature rise time: 40 h
· Freezing capacity in 24 hrs: 10 kg
· Defrost drain
· Removable freezer tray as partition wall – can be used as a drip tray
· 2 Suspension baskets as standard, 2 retrofittable

Key features
· Recessed handle
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted opening

Key features
· Recessed handle
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted opening

Key features
· Recessed handle
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted opening

Available 3rd quarter 2021

Available 3rd quarter 2021

Available 3rd quarter 2021

↓

↑

↓
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CFf 2500

1 In accordance with Regulation EU 2019/2016 we indicate the total volume to the nearest integer (rounded off ) and the volume of the frozen compartments and refrigeration compartments to one place after the decimal point.
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Chest freezers with StopFrost

You can ﬁ nd the full range of effi ciency classes at page 13. According to (EU) 2017/1369 6a.
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Wine cabinets

Find out more about
Wine cabinets:
wine.liebherr.com/en
WTes 5872
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Our wine cabinets: an overview

+5 °C to +20 °C

+5 °C to +20 °C

+5 °C to +20 °C

Wine lovers have the most stringent demands when it comes to storing their
favourite wines. Many like to be able to enjoy their fine wines on the spur of
the moment; others prefer to establish a collection of wines over the longer
term; and some want the best of both worlds. Liebherr offers premium wine
storage cabinets that guarantee perfect long term wine storage and serving
temperatures, whatever your requirements. With heating and cooling circuits
and air filtration, our wine cabinets offer unsurpassed wine storage conditions.

Vinidor range
The Vinidor range offers maximum flexibility with two separately
controlled temperature zones. The temperature of these can be set
independently between +5 °C and +20 °C. This means that red
and white wines can be stored at their ideal serving temperatures
in the same cabinet. These cabinets not only provide the ideal
climate conditions for long-term storage of wine, but with differently
sized zones and fully adjustable temperature controls, they are
suitable for every wine collection.

GrandCru and Vinothek range
+5 °C to +20 °C
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Wine storage cabinets offer similar conditions to a wine cellar.
This range facilitates the storage of red and white wines at
the correct long term storage temperatures or individual
serving temperatures. The temperature can be adjusted from
+5 °C to +20 °C as appropriate, and is both even and constant
throughout the entire appliance interior.

Vinidor – from page 118

GrandCru – page 120

Vinothek – from page 121

Design & Lifestyle – page 123
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Wine cabinets

Quality in every detail

The electronic LCD display offers clear menu navigation and a Touch-electronic control system provides
bespoke storage conditions. The digital temperature display can be read from the outside of appliances with
glass doors. The Touch-electronic navigation ensures easy selection and use of the numerous control functions.
The Vinidor 2 and 3 zone models feature an integrated door seal in the dividing shelf to maintain correct
individual temperatures.

The Vinidor appliances are equipped with solid wooden shelves mounted on telescopic rails. The handcrafted
shelves made from untreated wood are ideal for storing Bordeaux bottles safely, providing a clear view and
easy access. The clip-on labelling system provides a quick and clear overview of your wine store.

The LED lighting in the wine storage compartments
can be dimmed to give a pleasing ambient light
inside the appliance. All Vinidor appliances are
equipped with no-heat LED lighting. The LED
lighting system can be adjusted to activate during
door openings or to be on continuously at various
intensity settings (depending on model).

The practical presentation shelf of the Vinidor
models fulfills both bottle storage and bottle
presentation functions. The bottles can be
stored horizontally at the back of the interior.

The tinted safety glass in Liebherr
wine cabinets guarantees the essential UV
protection for your fine wines. The practical
aluminium door handle, with integrated
opening mechanism, allows the door of the
appliance to be opened conveniently with a
minimum of effort.

The SoftSystem feature provides added safety
and convenience. Integrated within the door,
the SoftSystem cushions movement when the
door is closed. This SoftSystem ensures that
the door closes gently even when fully loaded
inside. The door automatically closes from an
angle of approximately 45°.

The features shown are model dependent; look for these features in your model choice.
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WTes 5872

WTes 5972

Vinidor

Vinidor

Energy efficiency class:

²

Energy efficiency class:

²

The LED lighting in the wine storage
compartments can be dimmed to give a
pleasing ambient light inside the appliance.
The LED lighting system can be adjusted
to activate during door openings or to be
on continuously at various intensity settings
(depending on model).
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Wine storage cabinets Vinidor

WTes 1672
Vinidor

Energy efficiency class:

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 206 / 0.564 kWh ²
Max. Bordeaux bottles 0.75 l: 178 ¹
Total volume ³: 503 litre
Noise output: 35 dB(A) / B, SuperSilent
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: Glass door with stainless steel frame / stainless steel
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 192 / 70 / 74.2 ²

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 191 / 0.523 kWh ²
Max. Bordeaux bottles 0.75 l: 211 ¹
Total volume ³: 521 litre
Noise output: 38 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: Glass door with stainless steel frame / stainless steel
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 192 / 70 / 74.2 ²

Controls
· LCD display in the interior, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display for 3 wine zones
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: acoustic
· Child lock

Controls
· LCD display in the interior, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display for both wine zones
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: acoustic
· Child lock

Controls
· MagicEye control in interior, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display for both wine zones
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: acoustic
· Child lock

Wine compartment
· 3 Temperature zones, which can set from +5 °C to +20 °C
· 3 independently controllable zones
· Convection cooling, fresh air supply via FreshAir activated charcoal filter
· Humidity regulation via adjustable fan
· LED lighting permanently on, dimmable
· Beech wood fittings
· 13 Shelves, of which 10 set on telescopic rails, of which 1 is a presentation shelf

Wine compartment
· 2 Temperature zones, which can set from +5 °C to +20 °C
· 2 independently controllable zones
· Convection cooling, fresh air supply via FreshAir activated charcoal filter
· Humidity regulation via adjustable fan
· LED lighting permanently on, dimmable
· Beech wood fittings
· 10 Shelves, of which 8 set on telescopic rails, of which 1 is a presentation shelf

Wine compartment
· 2 Temperature zones, which can set from +5 °C to +20 °C
· 2 independently controllable zones
· Convection cooling, fresh air supply via FreshAir activated charcoal filter
· Humidity regulation via adjustable fan
· LED lighting permanently on, dimmable
· Beech wood fittings
· 5 Shelves, of which 3 set on telescopic rails

Key features
· HardLine
· Aluminium handle with integrated opening mechanism
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted opening
· Lock

Key features
· HardLine
· Aluminium handle with integrated opening mechanism
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
· Concealed hinge with restricted opening
· Lock

Key features
· HardLine
· Aluminium handle
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
· Lock

1 These models are only bound for storing wine. Maximum DIN norm bordeaux bottles capacity (0.75 l) as per norm NF H 35-124 (H: 300.5 mm, Ø 76.1 mm)
2 To achieve the indicated energy consumption level, the wall spacers provided with the appliance must be used. These increase the appliance depth by approximately 3.5 cm.
If the wall spacers are not used, the appliance will remain fully functional, but will have a slightly higher energy consumption level.
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The electronic LCD display is an innovative
design feature. Clear menu navigation and
a Touch-electronic control system provides
yet more information for tailored storage
conditions. The Touch-electronic navigation
ensures easy selection and use of the
numerous control functions.

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 147 / 0.402 kWh
Max. Bordeaux bottles 0.75 l: 34 ¹
Total volume ³: 95 litre
Noise output: 36 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: Glass door with stainless steel frame / stainless steel
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 82.2 / 59.8 / 57.5

3 In accordance with Regulation EU 2019/2016 we indicate the total volume to the nearest integer (rounded off ) and the volume of the frozen compartments and refrigeration compartments to one place after the decimal point.
You can ﬁ nd the full range of effi ciency classes at page 13. According to (EU) 2017/1369 6a.
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60

WKt 6451

WKt 5552

WKb 4212

WKr 4211

WKb 1812

GrandCru

GrandCru

Vinothek

Vinothek

Vinothek

Energy efficiency class:

Energy efficiency class:

Energy efficiency class:

Energy efficiency class:

Energy efficiency class:

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 125 / 0.342 kWh
Max. Bordeaux bottles 0.75 l: 312 ¹
Total volume ²: 614 litre
Noise output: 39 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: Full door, terra / terra
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 193 / 74.7 / 75.9

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 147 / 0.402 kWh
Max. Bordeaux bottles 0.75 l: 253 ¹
Total volume ²: 526 litre
Noise output: 39 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: Glass door, frame terra / terra
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 192 / 70 / 74.2

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 177 / 0.484 kWh
Max. Bordeaux bottles 0.75 l: 200 ¹
Total volume ²: 402 litre
Noise output: 39 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: Glass door, frame black / black
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 165 / 60 / 73.9

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 108 / 0.295 kWh
Max. Bordeaux bottles 0.75 l: 200 ¹
Total volume ²: 383 litre
Noise output: 37 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-T (from +10 °C to +43 °C)
Door / side walls: Full door, burgundy / black
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 165 / 60 / 73.9

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 123 / 0.337 kWh
Max. Bordeaux bottles 0.75 l: 66 ¹
Total volume ²: 135 litre
Noise output: 38 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN-ST (from +10 °C to +38 °C)
Door / side walls: Glass door, frame black / black
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 89 / 60 / 61.3

Controls
· MagicEye on front, key electronic
· Digital temperature display
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: acoustic
· Child lock

Controls
· MagicEye in the interior, key electronic
· Digital temperature display
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: acoustic
· Child lock

Controls
· MagicEye on front, key electronic
· Digital temperature display
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: acoustic
· Child lock

Controls
· MagicEye on front, key electronic
· Digital temperature display
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: acoustic
· Child lock

Controls
· MagicEye on front, key electronic
· Digital temperature display
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: acoustic
· Child lock

Wine compartment
· 1 Temperature zone, which can set from +5 °C to +20 °C
· Convection cooling, fresh air supply via FreshAir activated charcoal filter
· Humidity regulation via adjustable fan
· LED interior lighting
· Adjustable beech wood shelves
· 7 Shelves

Wine compartment
· 1 Temperature zone, which can set from +5 °C to +20 °C
· Convection cooling, fresh air supply via FreshAir activated charcoal filter
· Humidity regulation via adjustable fan
· LED lighting permanently on
· Adjustable beech wood shelves
· 7 Shelves

Key features
· SwingLine design
· Aluminium handle with integrated opening mechanism
· Reversible door hinging
· Lock

Key features
· HardLine
· Aluminium handle with integrated opening mechanism
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal
· Lock

Wine compartment
· 1 Temperature zone, which can set from
+5 °C to +20 °C
· Convection cooling, fresh air supply via FreshAir
activated charcoal filter
· Humidity regulation via adjustable fan
· Interior lighting permanently on
· Adjustable beech wood shelves
· 6 Shelves

Wine compartment
· 1 Temperature zone, which can set from
+5 °C to +20 °C
· Convection cooling, fresh air supply via FreshAir
activated charcoal filter
· Humidity regulation via adjustable fan
· Adjustable beech wood shelves
· 6 Shelves

Wine compartment
· 1 Temperature zone, which can set from
+5 °C to +20 °C
· Convection cooling, fresh air supply via FreshAir
activated charcoal filter
· Humidity regulation via adjustable fan
· Interior lighting permanently on
· Adjustable grid shelves
· 3 Shelves

1 These models are only bound for storing wine. Maximum DIN norm bordeaux bottles capacity (0.75 l) as per norm NF H 35-124 (H: 300.5 mm, Ø 76.1 mm)
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Key features
· HardLine
· Ergonomically designed slimline handle, black
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal

Key features
· HardLine
· Ergonomically designed slimline handle, black
· Reversible door hinging

↓

↑

60

↓

↑

60

↓

↑

70

↓

↑

75

↓

Wine storage cabinets Vinothek

↑

Wine storage cabinets GrandCru

Key features
· HardLine
· Ergonomically designed slimline handle, black
· Reversible door hinging
· Replaceable door seal

2 In accordance with Regulation EU 2019/2016 we indicate the total volume to the nearest integer (rounded off ) and the volume of the frozen compartments and refrigeration compartments to one place after the decimal point.
You can ﬁ nd the full range of effi ciency classes at page 13. According to (EU) 2017/1369 6a.
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43

WKes 653

ZKes 453

GrandCru

Humidor

Energy efficiency class:

Energy efficiency class:

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 78 / 0.213 kWh
Max. Bordeaux bottles 0.75 l: 12 ¹
Total volume ²: 48 litre
Noise output: 37 dB(A) / C
Climate rating: SN (from +10 °C to +32 °C)
Door / side walls: Glass door with stainless steel frame and SmartSteel / stainless
steel with SmartSteel
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 61.2 / 42.5 / 47.8

Energy consumption year / 24 hrs: 162 / 0.443 kWh
Total volume: 43 litre
Noise output: 40 dB(A)
Climate rating: N (from +16 °C to +32 °C)
Door / side walls: Glass door with stainless steel frame and SmartSteel / stainless
steel with SmartSteel
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d): 61.2 / 42.5 / 47.8

Controls
· LCD display in the interior, touch electronic
· Digital temperature display
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: acoustic
· Child lock

Controls
· LCD display in the interior, touch electronic
· Digital display of temperature and humidity
· Warning signal in case of fault: visual and acoustic
· Door alarm: acoustic
· Child lock

Wine compartment
· 1 Temperature zone, which can set from +5 °C to +20 °C
· Convection cooling, fresh air supply via FreshAir activated charcoal filter
· Humidity regulation via adjustable fan
· LED lighting permanently on, dimmable
· Beech wood fittings
· 3 Shelves

Humidor
· 1 Temperature zone, which can set from +16 °C to +20 °C
· Humidity range, adjustable between 68% to 75%
· Convection cooling, fresh air supply via FreshAir activated charcoal filter
· Humidity regulation via adjustable fan
· LED lighting permanently on, dimmable
· Spanish cedar wood fittings
· 2 Shelves

Key features
· HardLine
· Fixed door hinge, right
· Replaceable door seal
· Utensil drawer
· Suitable for wall mounting
· Lock

WKes 653

43

↓

↑

Design & Lifestyle

Key features
· HardLine
· Fixed door hinge, right
· Replaceable door seal
· 2 presentation boxes
· Suitable for wall mounting
· Lock

1 These models are only bound for storing wine. Maximum DIN norm bordeaux bottles capacity (0.75 l) as per norm NF H 35-124 (H: 300.5 mm, Ø 76.1 mm)
2 In accordance with Regulation EU 2019/2016 we indicate the total volume to the nearest integer (rounded off ) and the volume of the frozen compartments and refrigeration compartments to one place after the decimal point.
You can ﬁ nd the full range of effi ciency classes at page 13. According to (EU) 2017/1369 6a.
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Freestanding 2021/22 – Refrigeration and freezing

Our catalogues

Smart communication on all fronts

Find out everything you need to know about Liebherr
Freestanding & Fully Integrated refrigeration as well
as Wine Cabinets. Liebherr also manufacture a
comprehensive range of Commercial refrigeration.
Available as PDF downloads from home.liebherr.com.

Built-in
2021

Wine Special

Refrigeration and freezing

Refrigeration and freezing

SmartDevice-App
Device app lets you control your appliance from
anywhere: Change the temperature of your
appliance quickly and easily from anywhere or
monitor all alerts and notifications at a glance.
BioFresh-App
Useful information about perfect food
storage, as well as vitamin and mineral
content.

Smoothies & Ice-App
Playful fun; With just a tap, ice-cubes tumble
down your screen and can be moved and
crushed.

Our Accessories:
Make the most of your Fully Integrated, Freestanding, and
Wine Cabinet with official Liebherr accessories. Sign-up
to our mailing list to receive exclusive content, FreshMAG
Recipes, and refrigeration tips for your everyday life.

Sign up for news and offers:

Find out which app is available for which
operating system (Apple, Android etc.),
and which device type.
apps.home.liebherr.com

Find out more about
smartdevice.liebherr.com

UK webshop:
https://home.liebherr.com/shop/en/gbr/

View topic specific websites with in-depth information about
BioFresh/NoFrost and wine cabinets via the QR code.

The fresh world of FreshMAG:
Find out more about our models,
food storage, nutrition, recipes
and much more.

Click the link to directly access
our social media channels:
socialmedia.home.liebherr.com
nofrost.liebherr.com

wine.liebherr.com

Please contact Liebherr-Great Britain Ltd. to locate your nearest Liebherr displaying dealer:

Liebherr-Great Britain Ltd.
Normandy Lane, Stratton Business Park, Biggleswade, SG18 8QB, Tel.: +44 (0) 3330 147 888
Email Sales: LGB.RefrigerationSales@liebherr.com, Customer Service: LGB.Refrigeration@liebherr.com
home.liebherr.com

Subject to modification. Current data see home.liebherr.com.
Printed in UK.

biofresh.liebherr.com

